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Timble

Six bicycles have been found
by the Murray Police Department are now at the City Hall.
Persons have
bicycles
missing or stolen are asked to
check with the Murray Police
Department,
giving
ra
description of their bicycle) to
see,if one of the bicycles at the
City Hall is their bicycle.
The bicycles will have to be
moved soon, and Chief of Police
James Brown urges persons to
cOntact the police if their
bicycles have been stolen or
missing.
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The board of the Murray
Independent School District
voted unanimously Thursday
night to ask the Murray Eftfctric
Systme to make payment in full
of their in-lieu-of-tax payment,
as rendered by the Calloway
County Court Clerk for the 1971

Arrives'In
Florida For Duty

DIkio,' the
rill take a
Baltimore,
'interest or
mck to his
toned ship
er, thinking
irds.'

PANAMA CITY, F.—U. S.
Air Force Staff Sergeant W.A.S._
Cordrey,son of Mr. and Mrs G
S. Cordrey of 906 Sycamore St.,
Murray, has arrived for duty at
Tyndall AFB, Fla.
Sergeant.Cordrey, an aircraft
control and warning operator, is
assigned to a unit of the Air
provides flying, technical and
-basic military-training far
USAF,personn_ekile previously;
served at Kume Air Station,
Okinawa, and has completed le
months duty in Vietnam.
The sergeant graduated in
1958 from Murray High School.
He and Mrs. Cordrey, the
.former Sheila Dewgert, have a
daughter, Sheryl, 5.

The. Murray Electric System
board, expected to make a
otatement,at their meeting held
-Friday night, could not release
a statement due to the fact that
Iniardblif not received any
official' word from Tennessee
Valley Authority officials. The
electric system is governed by
TVA regulations.
The Murray electric system
board has been the only system
• r the state-mitt dittrrsarthat---- paid the full of amount of the inlieu-1-1)0ars
tax Pa
rent tgl the 1°4561
Nat Ryan Hughes, attorney
for the electric plant board, said
this morning that the board
would release a statement on
the issue as soon as lhey hear
from TVA.
LOS INDIOS TAIRMARAS, duo-guitarists', will appear- In
concert at the Murray State University auditorium on Sunday at
2:30 p.m. This Is another concert sponsored by the Murray Civic
Music Association.

board
payment
b3 to
nWrrueSlythe
tbeSchool
was made following a lengthy
discussion by board attorney
Donald Overbey and school

board members, coneeraMg•

ICE SKATING ANYONE???--Below zero temperatures over
the weekend left many creeks in Calloway County frozen solld.
Here,Clark's-River is shown frozen below the bridge on the New

The duo-guitarists are
brothers from Brazil. who were
tWa of the thirty children of
Concord Highway. The low for the weekendi was mintit two
chieftain Mitanga who rules a
degrees according to John Ed Scott, local weather observer.
people of long history on the
David
Hill
Staff photo by
South American continent.
-Their musical career opened
when, walking in the forest they
came upon a guitar, a strange
object to them and so fearful
were they of touching it, that the
instrument was hidden for,.
weeks.
Breakins at the cleanup shops
When at-last their curiousity
-at 811 South 'Ird Street were'
had to be satisfied and they
investigated by the Murray
touched the strings, the sounds
Police Department on Saturday
brought forth were magical,
morning at eight a.m.
and thus began the success
The breakins occurred at the'
story of more than twenty
BrooksDarnell Cleanup Shop
_
•
years.
- -• and , the -Phillip- -Brothers _
During recents sessions they
The home of the J.D. Dunn five minutes later, according to
Cleanup, both in the building on
have
appeared in concert in
located
family,
Johnny
on
the
the
Rescue
report.
South 3rd Street, and were
of Ford's plan, regardless of reported by Harold Phillips.
Robertson road, sustained
The fire was extinguished by almost every large city and
university in the United States.
his repeated campaign stateStolen from the Darnell shop heavy damage from a fire in the the use of the booster, with an
ments to the contrary," the were so.uu or $6.00 in silver, upper story Sunday.
additional 500 gallons being They have been on television on
House minority chief said.
The Murray Rescue Squad contributed by the City fire shows hosted by Ed Sullivan,
$3.00 or $4.00 in pennies, 1400
David Frost, Johnny Carson,
DeMarcus said a Finance De- worth of candy, several bags of was called to the scene and department.
partment report a few days be- peanuts, and a key to the soft managed to contain the blaze to
Volunteers answering the call Mike Douglas, and Arthur
fore Gov. Louie B. Nunn left of- drink machine, according to the the upper story of the home. The included Jim Kelly, Loyd Key, Godfrey_ Last season ill New
fice shows a general fund sur- police report.
fire caused heavy damage to Bob Schumacher., Aaron York they made six repeat
plus of $10.5 million.
Entry was gained through a the upper story of the home and Dowdy, John Thompson, Wally engagements with David Frost •
He said the steady growth of rear window and the money was -Severe water damage was Swann, Max Dowdy, Bernard and eight for the Tonight Show.
The Canadian Broadcasting
Kentucky's economy will pro- taken from the soft drink -sustained in the lower story of Steen, Ronnie Garland, Mike
Company produced a radio
duce up to $60 million in new machine and the box on
top of the frame house, a spokesman Farley, Steve Robertson, and
special for the duo-guitarists.
general fund money for each of the candy machine, the police for the Rescue Squad said.
Jim Johnson.
the 'next two fiscal years, ac- report said.
The Murray City Fire
Johnson,
Dowdy,
and In Tokyo, the Japnese Broadcording losthe Revenue DepartStolen from the Phillips Department responded to the Shuinacher were overcome by casting Company also produced
ment.
Brothers Shop were from $5.00 Rescue's request for help and smoke inhalation, and tem- a special television special for
to $10.00 including three one refilled the tank on the Rescue porarily put out of action after them.
(Continued on Page Ten)
(Continued on Page Ten)
remaining inside the building to
dollar bills, and the rest in Squad fire truck. According to the Rescue fight the blaze. Assistant chief
nickles, dimes, and quarters,
the-police report said. Nothing Squad reports, the fire started Johnson commented on the
was missing except the money around a flue and then spread dedication of the injured
firemen. "After a- few breaths
that was in a box inside a to the upper story.
The call was phoned in at 4:00 of fresh air, these men were
refrigerator, according to .the
p-111- yesterday afternoon, and back on the job as if nothing
police report.
The breakins ocCurred bet- the truck arrived at the scene happened," Johnson said.
Smoke filled the floors of the
ween l'ik(e p.m. Friday and eight
Regents Hall, girls dormitory at
a.m. Saturday.
Murra/. State _ UniveKsity, on..
.LionEdwardse-of
Wlle1:35 p.m., according
Extended
reported
the
theft
of
a
Fred L. Wilson,son of Mr. and
to members of the Murray Fire
Mrs. Green 0. Wilson of Route spare tire and car jack from his
Department.
, Murray, has been named • Volkswagen to the 'City Police
The occupants had placed
on
Saturday
at
6:04
p.m. Edadministrative assistant to the
trash in the trash shoot and
Dean at the National Technical wards told police the theft ocevidently a cigarette was in the
Institute for the Deaf (NTID). enrred sometime the past week
waste thrown in the shoot and
located on the campus either while his car was parked
smoke filled the tin floors of the
of Rochester Institute of at his home or at the postoffice
dormitory.
Technology, is the only national where he works. --Firemen used two smoke
postsecondary technical school
ejectors to pull the smoke from
for the deaf in the U.S. COOPERATIVE PRESCHOOL
the building. Water was used to
The St. -leo's Cooperative
Congressionally established, it
extinguish
the flames causing
Preschool
Mothers
will meet.
is administered through the
the smoke. The firemen were
Tuesday,
January
at
seven
18,
U.S. Department of Health,
able to use the elevator, as the
p.m. at Gleason Hall, tiorth 12th
Education arid Welfare.
current was not filmed off
Wilson, a physicist, came to Street,
they knew the sciurce of the fire.
N11D in July 1969, as an
Sunday at 11.05 a.m. the
OAKS BRIDGE
The Calloway County Rescue Squad responded to a fire at the
educational specialist to help
firemen answered another call
The women of
home of the 1.D. Dunn family on the Johnny Robertson Road
deaf students who take classes Country club .wia. the Oaks
to the residence of .}:-W.-Anolls-at:
the volunteers were overcome by smoke
-.Sunday, Three
-antOng hearing students in
411 North 21frrStreet. An electric
regular session of bridge on
lnhelation and were temporarily unable to continue fighting-the
RIT's College of Science.
heater in the kitchen had caught
Maze. Shown recovering from inhalation ai.e Assistant Chief
Wednesday, January 19, at 9 30
Wilson became interested in
a.m. with Bonnie Story, phone
Jimmy Johnson. kneeling, Bob Schumacher, and Aaron Dowdy, on fire and-only damage was to
(Continued on Page Ten)
the heater.
753-6417, ps hostess,
back to camera.

Money Stolen

Traffic Signal at Sixth and
Main froze out.
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Mrs. Talmadge Sims of
Murray route six brought in a
branch of a plant that had
budded out. This was last
Friday. Undoubtedly Friday
night and Saturday night
brought a halt to this late
budding. Mrs. Sims was helping
to kill hogs and saw this bush
and the whole thing was budding.

By SY FtAkISEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The House Republican leadership today offered a six-point
tax relief program, going beyond the Democratic administration's pledges of the same.
The program was outlined by
It wain-good tirne to kill hogs Minority Leader Harold Deand a bad time for things to bud. Marcus of Stanford at a news
conference.
It includes:
There we were last night all
—Special tax relief for the
set to cuss out NBC for not
showing the Magic Spring aged, blind and disabled
called Mzirna because the pro- through extra income tax credam golf tournament was taking its.
—Complete income lite ex(Continued On Page Ten)
emption for certain low-income
groups by increasing the minimum standard deduction, thus
saving tens of thousands of
Kentuckians in both taxes and
in the cost of filing a return.
Jackson Purchase
--Legislation to exempt reMostly sunny, windy and
tirement pay of former servicewarmer today. Highs 45 to 50.
men from the state income tax.
Party cloudy and warmer
—Removing the state portion
-Tir'tKtrifeltffia-f--Pfb00-i
r tr.tak increasing cloudiness and
from livestock, poultry and agwarmer. i4' a
to 62.
ricultural machinery; tobacco
Wnesday
bly mild
ed
u'
and other farm products in
with a chance of showers.
Probability of precipitation storage, and merchants' innear zero today and .tonight, 10 ventory.
DeMarcus also put forth the
per cent Tuesday..
plan to remove the 5-cencsales
tax from take home food, a
Kentucky Extreme Outlook
Partly cloudy Wednesday platform adopted.*both 'Sides
with chance of showers begin- in the last gubernatorial elecning late Wednesday. Mostly tion.
He said the GOP would supcloudy with occasional rain
Thursday and mainly east por- port legislation to achieve a retions Friday. Mild Wednesday. duction of the auto-license fee.
The fee was raised from $5 to
Slightly cooler tiest Thursday
and over most of state Friaay.. $12.50 under the previous ReLows in the 40s Wednesday publican administration, and
morning. The mid 30s to low Delyiarcus implied Ford had
40s Thursday.MOrnind_III11"11ear promised to reset the cost to
30 west to upper 512is east Fri- the original $5.
day morning. Highs in the 60s
We aldo will oppose any inWednesday, 50s Thursday and crease in die siate gasoline lax,
the 40s. Friday..
which apparently is now a part

Two corporations have been
formed in Calloway County over
the past several weeks.
- Joyce Properties of Kentucky, Inc. biturrlirRoute five
Ulu 1,000 ibares no par with
Michael B. Joyce as principal
Los Indite Tabajaras, duorporator. The firm will deal guitarists, will appear in the
;In the development Of real Murray State University
estate
for
agricultural, auditorium on Sunday, January
residental and trade purposes. 23, at 2:30 p.m., sponsored by
The Yellow Submarine, In. the Murray Civic Music
of 1301 West Main Street has Association.
10,000 shares no par. George B.
All members of the -local
Shaw and others are incorp. music association will be adorators. The firm will carry on mitted to the program by
restaurant, cafe and cabaret presenting their memberAlp
business-.
cards.

legislation passed by the 1970
Kentucky Legislature. The
legislation was agreed on by the
state Department of Education
and the Tennessee Valley
Authority, according to Fred
Schultz-, Murray- City._ _School
Superintendent.
Former Kentucky' Attorney
General John B. Breckinridge
suggested in an opinion on
January 3, 1972 (while he was
still in office), that the Murray
Electric Plan Board had
"shortchanged" ,the Murray
Independent School District
$10,400 with the payment made
for-the 1971 tax year.
(Continued on Page Ten)

Rescue Squad Called
To J. D. Dunn Home

Son of Local
Couple Gets
New Position

Two outboard
motors,
reported stolen in Calloway
County the past year, have been
recovered in the large amount
of stolen goods confiscated by
Sheriff Leon Williams and his
deputies of Henry County,
Tenn., last week.
City-County Detective Dale
Spann said he was called to
Paris, Tenn., two times Cast
week to help in identification of
stolen merchandise taken at
various places in raids near the
Pine Point Resort close to the
Buchanan Boat Dock on Kentucky Lake near the KentuckyTennessee state line southeast
of Murray.
Two men, Herbert M.
DeGroat, age 34, and Everett G.
Evans, age 36, both of Route
One, Springville, Tenn., have
been charged with "receiving
and concealing stolen property"
by the Henry County officials
and are now in the Henry
d• . accor.din,g_ . ,
Detective Spann and Sheriff
Leon Williams.
Outboard .motors recovered,
reported stolen in Calloway
County, were one owned by N.C.
Outland of St. Louis, Mo., stolen
in April, and one owned by
Clifford Bisch of Champaign,
Ill., stolen in October. Other
minor items from Calloway
County were also found in the
confiscated goods, Spann said.
DeGroat kid Evans were
arrested Monday. January 10,
at 7:30 p.m. at their homes by
eptifies . of Sheriff Leon
Williams of Henry County,
Tenn.
Sheriff Williams said the
friert4tanii was 'stolen.(Wei.'
probably; -the last year and
from all over the state . of
Tenassee and possible other
Atates as well".
•
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SENSING
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By Anthony Harrigan
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INCUTIVI VICE elteSiDleit

By DEAN C. MILLER
Southern States Industrial Council
-UPI Business Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)—Good
THE WAR ON THE PRODUCTIVE
intentions do not always
Pressure is increasing for stepped-up benefits for the nation's
generate good will.
drone population—the reliefers who live on welfare, food stamps
The- life insurance business
and other allowances. This pressure amounts to a war on
learned-that lesson since 1967 in
productive Americans. Lasmonth, the National Welfare Rights
meeting its pledge to invest $2
housing asd_jobOrganization joined with the City of New York—John Lindsay's
administration, that is—in filing suit to force the federal govern&ration enterprises for the
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
inner cities. Insurers had been
ment to augment the food stamp program. U.S. Department of
warned it might happen.
Agriculture officials estimate that the augmented program might
MONDAY—JANUARY 17, 1972
double the present annual cost.
Shortly after the life companies announced their program,
The taxpayers already are stuck with a bigger bill for the food
the late Whitney Young, execustamp program. Under ailirtilittlatiGna drafted by the USDA,an
tive director of the National
additional Pis million persona will_stget receiving the food stamp
Urban League, said:
handouts this year. Ironically, the taxpayers also are paying for
"For the millions of people in
the law suit filed against the government. The lawyer who filed
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
our urban communities, belief
the suit for the welfare organization is a Legal Service attorney.
in your commitment must wait
Legal actions of this sort should arouse the ire of the producing
The new Liberty-Super Market is opening in Murray today. It is
until the buildings are up and
majority in this country. There seems no limit to the number of
located on South 12th Street.
subsidized lawyers, lobbyists and special pleaders for nonElisha C. Toon, son of Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Erwin of Murray
_ - the evidence is there. Only
prompt, visible, tangible results
working people. Food stamp recipients aren't satisfied with a
Route Four, has been selected as the "outstaraiing airman of the
can allay the doubt and
basic diet. For many of them, luxuries have become necessities.
month" at the Luke Air Force Base, Arizona,
cynicism that surround you."
Anyone who has seen food stamp recipients in supermarket
Maurice Ryan will be installed as new president of the Girl ,
Sure enough,_pixiblems der, check-out lanes understands what's happened. lace/aver, the
--'.-airs IturbeOn-tomorrow.--o---is ennstnntlypeing revised upward to include
..
..01Apdartinfpayerty
Douglas Shoemaker, callosray Coun6i Court ClitriTiforter"..71-In Worcester, Mass., one life
re and more
today that 1962 auto and truck license allellithe entibtf. are__ ,
battle. ForrnelMrs.1(71raAl
company put $15 million into a
Now and then people.""----"all""1""rp
productive, working people
.running slightly ahead of lagt year.
from Moos
a measure—
low-to-moderateincome housing
ample, in December the- Congress approsiet--'
signing MU
nitidge of Georgia—that required
development. Community responsored by Sen. Herman
club. Shesvi
nentinent flared early because Airelfare_seients to sign vier jobs or job training. Liberal
of this and
the people affected felt they
politicians raged and stormed. One would have thought Congress
LEDGER es =ERB Piga "
bers that 3
hadn't been consulted. There
had insisted that six-year-olds be made to work in coal mines. Ogle
making this
was a student march on
thing liberals insist upon is that collectors of welfare checks
The body of Cpl.Bobby G. Burchett, killed in action in Korea on
On Janus
company headquarters which
never be required to work. That's against a liberal's principles.
Murray
returned
Qtober 11,,
of the new
cost $100,000 for extra lecurity
The food stamp struggle and the work requirement hassle
far
t°near Kirkte
iy.figisn4 "d
MIL*
Tucker Cemetery
in the being
burialservices
will be at th
measures. Differences were
are skirmishes compared to the major conflict involving the
•.
seririeeerfor-Dr. Hal E.iisint*tenco-bak.•meeting.
resol ed however,and the near - Nixon administration's FliMilraRtianince Plan. A bipartisan
the First Methodist Church with Rev. Paul T. Lyles officiating.
new memb
'turned into a pleasant bloc of liberals will endeavor to pry the welfare expansion plan
slur:was
• -Pfc. Isaac -W. Dowdy, son of Mr and ktrs. Carl C._ Dowdy of
the Moose
neighborhood for the old
out ofthe Senate Finance Committee and -getthe bfli approved by
Murray Route One, was pictured with two other soldiers from
entertain t
residents.
the full Senate before spring. It is terribly important, therefore,
.Few could envy the Austrian diplo- ", which so many U.N. activities rely.
Kentucky in the Army Home Town New They are serving in.
members of
No Happy Ending
pressures.
counter
powerful
organize
citizens
taxpaying
that
,
the
While
administrative
1
,
ek
mat _Kurt Waldheim _Iii_the task. he
•
--- --------- Korea.
day.
this
Prince
is
In
House
Georges
White
the
County,
because
are
working
pressures
These
needed
.
.
Perience of Mr. Waldheim miiy weil- —
Sheriff Wayne Flora, Deputy 'T. Sledd, and Alcohol Tax Agent
The next s
assumes as secretary general of the
Md., where anether life msur- .hand in glove with liberal forces in Congress to obtain passage of
result in some reform within the U.N.
Willis Brashear arrested a Calloway County man and charged
Thursday, .
ance-financed low income housthe welfare scheme. It is interesting to note, in this connection,
United 'Nations. There is honor in
•
•uig development
secretariat, the political aspect,Of the
, him with "moonshining".
p.m., at t
was started,
that Joseph Kershaw, former (1965-66 director of the Office of
-ibeing chosen for Such a pott, 10 be
assignMent. will bring -him enklem8- - there was no such happy
Lodge,Np. 1
Economic Opportunity, has praised Mr. Nixon's FAP giveaway
are urged in
plan. The Washingtoe Post also is backing the administration's
sure. but the hator of the United Naending. Management and mainthat May well defy ..sOlution. The
—
tenance problems forced the , plan that would double the number of people on welfare.
structure of the U.N. itself stands In
lions- itself is so in need of repair that
realind that the principal
Department
of
Housing
fully
and
haven't
Taxpaying
citizens
in
any
succesa
of
way
meaningful
Mr. Waldheim iS beginning his ser- . the
Urban Development to assume /purpose of the welfare and food stamp advocates is to transfer the
The last enemy that shall be destroyed is death.-1C"'
of an estate • the of(ice. he occupies. inheritor
the
like
vice
the mortgage to avoid f ecl
taxpayers money to the indolent and unproductive. The effort
15:26.
15:
-- built on'the proeeeds of a shady-busi- -;.1-11temedef-ot-an'llenver
hattse-Gen- sure.
- -•
isn't humanitarian, for its effect will be to impoverish the
Christianity presents a Conqueror for the dread foe Ofdeath.
Crispy I
working people who are capable of energizing the economy.
Goveeghtent red tape also
ness empire. Respectability is what
eral Assembly of Wide 'representation
Rice Caine
Handout projects come in every shape and form. This year, for
the United Nations sorely needs.
and an "upper house" Security Coun- developed, according to the
Fruit Salad
example, the Department of Housing and Urban Development
which The major powers
cil
-Id Insurers. They cited delays in
Indeed, the-history of the U.N. secCRISP'
FHA guarantees for low rent
of "housing allowances". Ten million
pilot
a
start
will
project
retary generalship;has been one of sway may have had an appealing apartment developments, shor- dollars
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Mashed p
frustrating attempts to make, the '-'symmetry to - the fotmders of the tage of funds tO _guar, antee
will be made avaiatae.so that the federal government can pay the
The nation is gun crazy.. While more,than twice.43
flsI3. Meta._
,small businesseoint
nresttionctpronrcislintic*-thelack---nnferenen intssmi 25 per cent of a familyil-mnithly-income and
world orunization corricann _ _e_ 17=1
2 eggs
many Americans possess firearms than they did 15
- unity of ideals and pui-poie among the of federal incentives fee fthanc- „. the going rate for housing. These family allowances also can be
spect of Its own Members. Trvgve
%azpp
by
prohibited
are
years ago, millions of gun owners
used for home purchases under Section 235 of the 1968 Housing
natOns nerving. in those bodies., The ing commercial properties.
tard
sought se de eirby- leadliagilhat
Despite such headaches, the
Act. Many productive citizens won't be able to buy a home this
law or inhibited by custom, caution or opportunitY
% tempo(
has Ohanged and that unity
in a firm stand against Communist
within
are
companies
insurance
they
housing
want.
privileged
new
or
a
year
But
type
the
rent
1% pound
from pulling triggers. That's an American for you!
simply ddes not exist. • aggresaiun in Korea, and found his efmonths of honoring their $2
class of dependent citizens will be given "housing allowances" so
Country-r
He craves what is useless, unnecessary or forbidden
fectiveness thereafter compromised
that they can have what they desire.
The General Assembly, now swol- billion pledge. Furthermore, in
flakes
and it doesn't even have to be workable. It must,
There's-something really wrong or sick when this sort of thing
by his alienation.of the Soviet Union.,' len in membership-b)' a loose deftni- mid.December, they set up
Salad oil
however, cost a lot.
another ambitious inner cities
happens—when the rewards go to the unproductive and the
In a slit
Dag Hammarskjold stumbled in the;
1 inn of nationhood, has,.become little
together the
productive are forced to pick up the tab. The handout policies may
"Gun-a thing it's impolite to point with."
- more than an echo chamber for the Program.
same manner on the Congo quest' n.
trade
major
seafood sea
be good politics, but they are profoundly unjust. The giveaways
Four
—Oliver Winchester
U ,Thanl. a. lence-strasleller
impatient_aspirations _ot .the.. "third- -associations representing,some strike at the system of incentives essential to a successful,
mistime; n
.cal and philosophical issues
viding
Fry in hot
‘vorld." The Security Council - long 90 percent of the industry's
progressive society. Clearly, the time for a nationwide taxpayer's
easily and
east and West, became soV and irhamstrung by the Soviet veto — now total, are involved.
rebellion is long overdue.
or 4 minute
resolute in the face of srisi
threatens._ with :the seating . of Com- They are the American Life
rash with
Insurance
Life
the
Almanac
munist_ Chinte to become no more Convention,
Mr. .Waldheim. has. e4pressed an
servings.
-than an arena for two -powerful spon- - Association of America, the
awareness that the s vation of the
International
By
Press
United
Health Insurance Association of
Today Et
Today is Monday, Jan. 17, the
U.N. must begin
th internal re- - sors of world revolution to out-veto America and the Institute of
i
11;d
®03001
States are c
one another in pursuit of their own We Insurance which will 17th day of 1972.
forM. He has iss d a plea for more
wavelengtt
The moon is between its new
, Info 7r13 1314 I
Prno
LL-N _agencies .at,.... political ends.
realism .in_w
--roostdinate the open-ended pm_
--ecsordinaton
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Women's Auxiliary Miss Marbeth Diana Belew Becomes Bride
Qf The Moose Holds Of.Ronitie Lynn Underhill- In Ceremony
Chapter. Meeting
At The_ihm_Grove_Baptist Church
•

in

The
Murray
Women's
Auxiliary of the Moose No. 1465
held its chapter meeting
-Thursday, January 4, at seven
thirty o'clock in the evening at
the Murray Moose Lodge. The
meeting was called to order by
the-Senior Regent,- -Mrs. Gloria
Boy.
- Sponsors for the new
members to be initiated were
Wanda Wiliford introducing
Shirley Doran, and .Ora Lee
Farris introducing Nang
Wilson. The new co-workers
were then initiated into the
Women's Auxiliary. Special
guest was Mrs. Mary McDowell.
The minutes and quarterly
report were read by the
recorder, Wanda Wiliford. It
was disclosed that during the
quarter one-hundred and..
twenty dollars was donated by
the Women of the Moose to
different charity organizations.
IL.waa also reported that there
are now fifty members in the

uncil
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: The letter from the young woman whose
husband's new -stepfather made improper advances to her
gave me the courage.to write this letter because'! have a
similar problem. Only it's with my husband's grandfather.
I never encouraged Grampsr but I_ think he likes me in
a way I don't think is very nice. At Christmastime he gave
me an expensive bottle of perfume -wpapped in two pair of
lace panties. This I did not like, bfit I couldn't very well
make a scene when I opened it in front of the whole family.
Everyone laughed when they saw what it was,--iind my
mother in law said, "Oh, isn't'that sweet? Gramps bought
those for you himself!" Gramps whispered to me later that
he hoped I would model them for him sometime. I pretended not to hear. , Now he's started to come here during the daytime
which I don't like at all. I have a small child and plenty of
work to do so he knows I'm always home.

What's year problem! You'll feel better If yen gee a"off
year chest. Write to ABBY. Box 0700, Los Angeles. Cal.
Mei. For a personal .roply enclose stamped, addressed
eswelepe.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want ta
Mad Ill to Abby. Box $11700, Los Angeles. Ca1 MN& ---

Annual physical after 50
CALIF
: OAKLAND
(UPI): It is not necessary to •
have an annual.,physical
checkup until after 'age 30,
a report based on the study
of half a million patients
said Mon ay.

He makes me nervous. i Just couldn't hurt my mother
wscs at the Martin's .in.law.by-iettisig-hes-linow-4wwv-1--feel-lwa--4-ain
en sev-eres
ev
f telling my husband. Should I? NERVOUS
staamkpuituuatiatibabotet_
Mrs. Mary Ridings at:
p.m.
The WSCS of the Good
Shepherd rnited Methodst
Church will meet at the church
at two p.m.

(Wilson_ Woolley

Mrs. Ronnie Lynn Underhill

Morg,an, vocalist,
.
TWrrideamitrioniiii*ed

tettie

, --iiiibl,the famous Jewish scholar, who said,."If I am not
for myself, who will he for me?"
But the guild nontinuas..13iit if I am only for myself,
r what ins I? If not now, when?" The message being that we
must stand up not only for ourselves, but others as well.
W. D. N.: CHARLESTON,S. C.
.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SHAIRP-BTIED-StifftibIR'fur-The husband who knows he is being watched constantly doesn't
become more faithful, he becomes more careful.

The
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of thing
and the
nes may
veaways
ccessful,
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Monday, January 17
The Republican Women's
-diiIP
Club • meet in -t&
mutiny room of the Murray
Branch of the HOpkinsville
Federal and Savings Loan
Association, 7th and Main
Streets, at 7:30 p.m. All interested persons are invited.

Tuesday, January 19
The FaithDoran Circle of the
WSCS of the First United
Methodist Churl% will meet at
the home of Mrs. Rad Swann,
1322 Poplar Street, at two P.m.

Family

pay the
ogle and
c.an be
Housing
ant this
ivileged
aces- so

•

Present from Gramps
puts -ber on .the spot

Wranglero-4K-C1ub will
sponsor a skating party from
seven to nine p.m. at the Benton
Skateland. A fee of one dollar
per skater will be charged to
cover the cost of the building.
All -triterested persons are invited.

Miss Marbeth Diana Belew
and Ronnie Lynn Underhill
were united in marriage in
double-ring ceremony at Elm
Grove Biptist Church at two
o'clock on Sunday afternoon,
December 19. Rev. Garton Sills
Officiated.
The bride is the only child of
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Belew of
Benton: The groom's parents
Crispy Fried Fish Fillets
are Mr. and Mrs. Taylor UnRice Casserole
Green Peas derhill of
Murray.
Fruit Salad
Cookies
The nupitlal music was
CRISPY FRIED FISH
presented by Miss Nancy
FILLETS
Mashed potato flakes coat the Luther, organist and Miss Nora

irincipsd
safer the
w effort
eh the
y.
rear, for
topment
million
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Mrs. Ora lee Farris received
from Moose Heart a pin for
signing fifteen members to the
club. She.was eery appreciative,
of this and thanked the members that she had signed for
making this possible for her.
On January 23, the members
• of the new Paris Moose Ledger
will be at the Murray LAO
a meeting'
new members. The Women of
the Moose
entertain the wives of the
members of the Paris Lodge on
this day.
The next scheduled meeting is
Thursday, January 20, at 7;30
p.m., at the Murray Moose
Lodge,No.18th St. All members
are urged and invited to attend.
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, Circle I of the WSCS of the
First United Methodist Chareh
wilLmaet.at the_socialbalL
two 14m..with Mrs. Aubrey
—Farmer-and
Photo,. as bostesses.
•
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FouorOtiou Health • PI
Seisualbr-active,.
women,
said exceptions were
the bulletin said, should
en of child-bearing
have annual pelvic exami.
. DEAR ABBYi. Our ,son_ was., married last May at a
4:12.40.111331-tests unless HIbeautiful, chureh wedding. .He married the daughter of a
from "yipping enjoyable
itriicted otherwise by their
socially prominent family [we are, top) and the young cou- . health." --physicians.
ple received many costly wedding gifts. (There were over
,
"tu t o r s said they are
- .300 guests.]
-•
What can a consumer do if not
,'" now sure that a.. checkuP
In September I started getting calls. ("Did Joyce ever
satisified with the performaii
get ourthi bJyeañd/"eve
" Year Ur- ifea-1441"y - of a fabric? First, site Should be
hool
adults and
oun
-irre-vhe warl"wartinger-her
-certain-the instructionr fur
CH-More
age children' is muand handling of the fabric have.:
tionery.-I told her Ft be glad-to-buy her-seine a9rsaIe
_frequent than- ia
Irihe still is notstationery and even help her write the notes, but she said
essary,"
satisfied, complaints should be
she was "awfully busy" getting settled, and she'd wait.
directed to the manager of the.
'1This girl is a college graduate.]
' However, the article in
store-not the sale, person. The,
-the organization's quarterly
Come December my friends wee asking me if Joyce
garment or fabric should be
bulletin "Planning for
brought along for evidence.
ever received their wedding'gift, so I bought some note
an
initial
Health,"
said
that
paper and wrote a "thanly`You" to everyone I knew had
thorough physical examinagiven them a gift. I signid Joyce's name, and mailed them
tion should be taken. After
A lush carpet with light from a
off. Then I told Joyce-What I had done..
that, -the length of time belaw fixture spilling below
t we en examinations . deShe was ,furi-Ous. My son isn't speaking to me I really
a soft light that bounces ba
pends' largely on the age
don't thinirl did such a terrible thing. What would you have
maybe to -a. glee; table. and -.group.-donywThy place?
MEAN MOTHER IN LAW
creates one of the most flattering
kinds of lighting s room can,
..),); DEAR MEAN: Your humiliation and Impatience were
• For school age chit%
have.
dren,
examinecheckup
understandable, but I nintld have let Joyce suffer Abe consetions
every
three
years
are
quences of her procrastination and bad manners.
adequate.
BACKACHE—'

The Music Department of the
short version of the honor at- Murray Woman's Club will
tendants. She scattered red rose meet at 1:30 p.m. at the club
petals from a basket trimmed house. Hostesses will be
with a green velvet bow.
Mesdames James Kline:- M.G.
Master Chris Bland,. Cadiz, Carman, Joe Dick, Don
carried the rings on a white Robinson, Mbrgan Sisk, and
satin heart-shaped pillow.
Josiah Darnall. .
Attending the groom as best
man was Leon Bland, Cadiz.
The Music - Monis of the
Serving as groomsmen and Murray Woman's Club will
ushers were Larry Turner, have a rehearsal at 6:30 p.m.af
Oscar Turner, Jr., Billy Wilson, the club house prior to'the
and Don Abell. Kenny Jones, meeting of the Mut* Depart-,
IT.
HOW TO'
DEAR,ABBY: A high school sophomore voted for himcousin of the bride, served as ment.
• For 'healthy adults in
IN 12 HOURS.
an open election. He later had second thoughts about
in
self
If not pleased, your 48e back at any
junior groomsman.
their 20s, physical checkwhether he had done the right thing or not, sa he wrote to
drug counter. _Take 3 GENTLE SUups every three years also
The mother of the bride chose
The Baptist Women of the
KETS tablets in :ono day to Increase
you. In order to assure him that he had, you quoted Rabbi
and regulate pastas. and to EASE
adequate.
are
an.. afternoon -dress of _mint Firsi,„Batist_ Church will meet
,rtaciracitz. $aw. at natianstjacwiCa.
greenereinfasidoned with long !tribe church at nine am. full sleeyes,' and she' _chaser
accessories of matching
The Dorothy Group of the
--46
complete her ensemb . Her Baptist Women of thh Font'
corsage was a cyrribidium Baptist Church will meet at the
orchid and whtte`roses with home of Mrs. Neil Brown at ten
satin ribbon., a am.
The mother of the groom
chose Aer.her son's wedding an
Murray Assembly No. 19
THANK YOU! That is what these money
infertilel dress of rose pink Order of the Rainbow for Girls
coupons are meant to say. We apsaving
crepe with trim of pleated
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
your business...And reinembp
preciate
ruching, and her accessories seven p.m. New officers will be
•
Boone's Laundry and Cleaners'
were of blending shade. Her installed.
corsage was a cymbidium
Sanitone Dr., Cleaning and fine service
orchid and white roses with
The - Calloway- - Countyremain the same'...Nothing changed but the
satin ribbon.
Retarded
Association of
price!
Reception
Children will meet in Room 653
No limit on
The reception was held im- of the Educational Building at
What you brine
mediately
following
the Murray State University at 7:30
on each coupon
ceremony in the fellowship hall p.m. Special film strips of Day
. The
more
of the church.
Care Center and Trainable
Of
valuable
Serving were Miss Gill Pratt, Class will be shown.
coupons you Use
the more you
Haines City, Fla., Miss Sharon
save,
-Caudill, Henderson, and Miss
The Christian Women's
Bring any number. You must present
Bring any number. You must present this
Debbie Wright, Fulton.
Take
Fellowship of the First
the
this coupon when you bring your
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
arty
coupons
to
5
The serving table was Christian Church will hold its
Boone's Cleaners.
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.
convenient
covered with white net, over general meeting at the church
Boone Cleaner
Coupon Good thru
thru
Good
Coupon
tocatior.s
white satin. The centerpiece of library at ten a.m.
January 31, 1972
1972
31,
Jamie
white chysenthemums, red
••••••••••••T.
William Suters and Dr. AS.
roses, and holly-was flanked by
Holmes of the Mountain
two three-branched silver
Maternal Health League of
candlelabra with red tapers.
On
Berea will speak a at 7:30 p.m.
The -punch was served from a
your Dry
in the basement of the Murray
silver punch bowl. The four-tied
Woman's Club on "Fatnily
caning During
columned wedding cake' was
Planning Services". The
e Cleaners
decorated with red-tipped white
meeting, open to the public, is
roses and topped with a bride
Appreciation
sponsored by the Sigma
and groom.
Sale
Department of the Murray
The guest register was kept
Bring any number. You must present this
Woman's Club.
Bring any number. You must present
by Mrs. Jimmy Wynn.
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
this
coupon
when
you
bring
your
For her going-away outfit, the
Boone's Cleaners.
The Murray Branch of the
to Boone's Cleaners.
clearak
.
bride chose a beige dress with a
American
Association
of
Imperil cape. Her accessories
Women will meet
were brown. At her shoulder University
Coupon Good thru
Coupon Goed thru
was pinned her
mother's at the home of Mrs. Robert
January 31, 1972
Sexton,
January 31, 1972
1705
Johnson
corsage.
7:30
p.m.
Boulevard,
at
After a honeymoon in Nassau,

% cup prepared yellow mus- their yolkshefore the altar lit by
two 15-hrahch spiral cantard
% teaspoon seafood seasoning dlelabras. On the columns
1% pounds fish fillets
flanking the altar were
Country-style mashed potato arrangements
of
white
flakes
chrysanthemums, red roses,
Salad oil and parsley
and ferns in large white urns.
In a shallow container beat The union was represented
together the eggs, mustard and symbolically through the use of
seafood seasoning. Dip fish in the three-candle unity service..
mixture; roll in potato flakes Family peWs were marked,try
Fry In hot oil until fish flakes
hurricane lamps entvringd-with
east, and is golden-brown-3
or 4 minutes on each side. Gar- holly.
Bride!'Dress
ntsh with parsley. Makes 4
The bride was lovely in a
servings.
formal gown of white silk faced
Today Europe and the United .peau de mote combined with
States are on the same fashion Aleneon lace. The slightly hiwavelengths, say fashion rise bodice featured a Victorian
--coordinators -at Celanese, ad- neckline with long *bishop's
ding: "A report of either market sleeves,'closed at the wrist with
would wind up with the same a deep cuff. The easy a-line
bask directions in fabric and skirt was demi-princess in
silhouette. The.key to the dif- design, overlaid entirely with
ference lies in the emphasis on
those directions with their in- the lace pattern, from the
finite
variety of interpre- neckline to the hemline. The
Chapel train was adorned with
tations..
the lace motifs that has reembroidered and appliqued to
Adele Simpson calls her the train, which flowed
collection for the season ahead gracefully as the bride
"continuous spring." Spring, she descended the isle on the arm of
figures, is based on the social her father who gave her in
calendar and is determined by marriage. Her formal length
'where the sun is." She says* veil of silk illusion was caught to
spring starts in the heart, with a a Camelot crown designed
longing for change, with wan- especially for her gown,and the
derlust, spontaneous parties,
exciting events, new adventeres. veil was sculptured entirely in a
lace border matching her gown.
See?
She carried a cascade bouquet
of white roses and holly.
Advertisement
Miss Pam Biestek, Dearborn,
Mich., served as her maid of
honor. She wore a formal gown
of Emerald green Lyon's velvet
combined with white Venice
lace. The empire bodice Bahamas,the couple is at home
Wednesday, January 19
featured a bib of the lace and on Route 7, Murray.
The Nature's Palette Garden
Tong bishop's sleeves were
Out-of-town guests included
cuffed in the same lace pattern. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Biestek Club will meet in the CoinA easy dirndle skirt Was and Karen, Dearborn, Mich.; munity Room of the Murray
Chicago, Ill.-A free offer of
Savings
Federal
and
,elegantly
Her- bead- and.Agra...litike_Sai..Dearborn.. -ASsodatlortc14,ecial interest to- those -who' dress•was _simple.
7th -and- Main, at
a
matching
Emerald
Mich.; Mrs. Gracie Roach,
hear but do not understand
green velvet Dior bow, tow Dearborn, Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. E.S.
words has been announced by
which was attached a split Wayne Minor, Mrs. Maurice Ferguson as hostess.
Beltone. A non-operating model
of the smallest Beltone aid ever shoulder length veil of silk Minor, Louisville; Mr. and Mrs.
The annual Lee-Jackson;
R.C. Hamilton and Robin, Mr.
made will be given absolutely Illusion. She carried anoeegay
luncheon of the J.N.
Maury
of
white
carnations,
red
roses,
and Mrs. Morris Caudill and
free to anyone answering thir
and holly with long green velvet Pam, Marion; Mr. and Mrs. Williams chapter of the United
advertisement.
Confederacy
Jimmy Henson, Hickory; Mr. Daughters of the
Try it to see how it is worn streamers.
the Murray
will
be
at
held
Bridesmaids were Mrs. and Mrs. Loman Henson and
In the privacy of your own
Woman's Club House. Dr. IA.
Cameron
Love,
sorority
sister
Wilson
and
obligation
Sharon,
Mrs.
Dula
or
home without cost
LI will be the speaker,
of any kind. It's yours to keep, of the bride; Miss Deborah Sarah, Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs.
free. It weighs less than a third Pittard, Paducah, sorority Jesse Fox,Hazel; Mr. and Mrs. Mayfield; Miss Doris Bolin,
of an Ounce, and it's all at ear sister of the bride; Cathy Un- Otis Joyce, Cadiz, Mr. and Mrs. Miss Karen Trees, Fulton;:
level, in one unit. No wires lead derhill, sister of the groom; and
Joe Pittard and JoeMatt, Mr. Miss Sharon Caudill, Judd
Joy Underhill, sister of the Charles Emerson and Cindy, Chapman, Henderson; Miss
from 'body to head.. •
groom. Miss J111 Wilson was Paducah-, -Mr, and Mrs. Irton Shirley Richardson, Mayfield;
These modals are free,
suggest you write for yours junior bridesmaid. They were
Richardson
and
Mary, Mrs. Kate Pittard, Paducah;
now. Again, we repeat, there is attired identically to honor the
Mayfield; Mrs. Conley Wallace, Miss Liz Mix, Bardwell, Mr.
no cost,and certainly no...Obliga- attendant.
• Cadiz., Mrs. Carl ilarvey, Mrs. Art Rothenburger, Louisville,
tion. Write to Dept. 521*--; BetMiss Lee Anna Underhill, J.B.(Ailey, Mrs. Leon Bland, Miss Denise Riordan, Mrs.
W.
4201
Corp.,
tone Electronics
niece,..of Me groom, was the
Mrs. Willard Richardson, Daniel Grimes, Frankfort.
Victo.la,Chicago, 114.60646.
flower :01. Her

How's
Your
Hearing?

DEAR NERVOUS: YOS.'What ale you
valentine?

EASE

All Coupons Good Thru
January 31, 1972

BOONE'S

LAUNDRY

high quality

"The Cleaner Interested In You"

BOONE'S

LONG COATS
Men's Ladies
ea. 994 (Plain)

BOONE
SHIRTS
LAUNDERED
4 fot 991

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ••••••••••`.•••••••••••••

SAVE

'DONE'
SLACKS
(Men's or Ladies)

BOONE's=acar

SWEATERS
ea. 69'

ea. 691

Clip
These
Inflation
Fighter.
Coupons
All *coupons Good
thru January 31,
1972 at all Boone's
Cleaners Stores.

BOONE
.MEN'S SUITS

BOONE'

•••••••••••‘,

ea.99

LADIES
PANT SUITS

each
Bring any number. You must present
this coupoh when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
January 31, 1972

ea.1,Q9
$
Bring any number, You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
January 31. 1972

13th & Main

BOONE'S

. Available At All
-BoOne's Cleaners,
LAUNDRY 8t CLEANERS 5 Convenient Locations
- "The Cleaner Interested In You"

oats Was -1

•
••• -

..,• For those in their .44s ,
,- .16 ,
an examination.
months to two
wais„..!
desirable.
„
- .."
ill Mier iflp...ki
an . annual examwaX recommended.

6th & Poplar
5 Points
Story Ave.
603 Main

ero
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Murray State Drops OVC
Season Opener To Eagles

Minnesota Pregame
Intimidates Wildcats

Da

But Jim Harding, the Detroit
trimmed UC-Stanta Barbara 75The Murray State Racers,
57; ninth-rated Ohio State whip- coach, thought that' his team
Sports Arena Saturday night. and ran off ten straight points
playing without the help of topped Michigan 84.73 and No. 10 had something to do with the
Taylor, ranked among the before the Racers could,
scoring Les Taylor, dropped
Southern California downed near-upset.
nation's top ten scorers, suf- recover. With 5:30 remaining,
opener
to
their season OVC
"I don't know if they had a
Stanford 65-63.
fered a broken hand a week ago the Eagles had the game sewed
Morehead State In Murray's final tuneup
Among the Second 18, Florida bad -game,or if _we made 1-nem
for the -1107Witra 65-51 lead.
MSU
the
•
in
"Our
81-65
have
one,"
said
Harding.
University
upset No. 15 Kentucky, 72-70;
OVC season. Expected to be lost
OVC iction continues tonight
Purdue turned back No. 16 Il- defense has been this good allfor five weeks, the Junior for- as Murray hosts Ea-Item Ky.
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS _
This Week's Schedule
linois 85-74;iVisconsin trimmed seation."
Tennessee, leading the SouthNIonday-Tennessee at Floriward was greatly missed by the
"Detroit has arrived,-" said- eastern Conference
No. 17 Indiana 6644 and Okla42—in
Kor•1844+1
Racers Saturday night.
with an un- da, Kentucky at Georgia, TuMurray.
homa beat No. 18 Missouri 78- McGuire.
blemished league record, takes lane at Louisiana State, Notre
Bill Dotson, 6-4 sophomore
MURRAY STATE tAttVIIRSITY
Michigan Coach Johnny 77.
on Kentucky's old remesis Dame at Georgia Tech,- South
guard for Morehead, paced the
fent-a ftrn-a rb to
Ti.,,,
Villanova, No. 11, defeated, said his team choked.
4-15 4-5 9 12
Bill
tonight when the Vols tangle Alabama at Jacksonville and- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Eagles in their new style of fast Steveteanitnil
5
7
3.5
2-8
Bro*n
Xavier, Ohio 68-60; No. 12 Vor- • "I can't understand why we with Florida at Gainesville.
15
1-3
10
Marclo us Stauita 7-13
Bonaventure at South Caroin 33 break basketball agaInt the Steve
George
Bryant
tossed
St.
3
8
1-10
0-0
Barret
.
Orr.
said
Houston
86clutched,"
ida State defeated
11.2
8. 16
8.19
Williams
Kentucky, seeking its fifth lina.
points Saturday night to give Racers.The visitors fell short of Roe
3-3
4
7
Mark House . 2-3
79; No. 13 Southwestern Loui- .."Everytime we play in straight league title, meets _
at Van- Eastern Kentucky 93-90 college their ,usual 95.3 offensive
—S
V?
lr.f(e4Vr ST)
siana 'walloped West Teller Coiumlotis; we have trouble". Georgia in Athens and Thiene derbilt.
_
victory over Austin average, but their man-to-man El
0
basketball
0
0-0
Bowers
0-0
Steve
State 134-94; No. 14 Brigham
He was answered by a battles Louisiana State in other
11-19 40 63
2741
Totala
-South Alabama Peay in' opening Ohio Valley defense more than made up for
Wednesday
the drop.
_
Young whipped Utah 8744 -No.- disbelieving Fred Taylor, the basketball action tonight:
MORONSAD STAVS 10111/11ILSITY
at Florida-State and Niagara at Conference play.
State leader.
19 Hawaii nipped
ir'
11
"
;tomes 1Ho=
Kentucky's Wildcats dropped South Carolina.
TheRacers
were
not
-really
WrifetenCe
opening
-Wier
Th
4-4
3 94
10-21
11111 Dolma
and No. 20 Marshall over7
6
"''How can he say such a their first conference game of
2-2
34
Thursday - Tulane at Geor- games involving Kentucky out of the game until the final Rod Nleholson
whelmed Morris Harvey 88-69. thing?" retorted Taylor. "How the season Saturday night when
teams Morehead beat Murray minutes of the second half. fl
gia Tech.
I! g
irt
2
7
1,4
Ron r1:1011
Minnesota put its match long's John been up here? Florida trimmed coach Adolph
Friday-No games scheduled. 81.65, and Tennessee Tech de- Three starters' placed in double John
1.5' 0
3
1.1
Steer ,
-----14------$-4-- —
away in the early stages, lead- Three years?
thoielt
Rupp's team, 72-70. The WildSaturday - Auburn at Ala- feated Western Kentucky 75-72. figures in the losing cause. Ron Ike
0
0
04
04
Joe Stalwart&
ing 31-8 late in the first half
MeV 104/k Di Si
”Cazzie Russell didn't clutch cats have lost five of their last banui, Georgia at Louisiana
Took
Eastern was behind at the Williams led the effort with 16,
and 43-20 at the inter '
earrie here-nt 1966 ant' six trips to Gainesville.
Kentucky,
half 47-38, but tied the game 57- sophomore center Marcelous
"- State, Tennessee at
The victory mjyed the Gophers made 14 of 17 baskets and we
The Gators rallied from anjrlorida State at Georgia Tech, '57 with 13:38 left in the game.
and
It didn't work. The Gophers into fir
ce tie with Ohicr had a lot of 'pressure on hint"' 11-point halftime deficievellin-soatiaCarelina va. Iowa in Chi- A pair of free throws.by Daryl senior fo
forwardfoilmed
nvard =
with. Manch_15
to 1-54 lead and that was all State for the Ilernen.lead.
Taylor...._Lirftred to believe Fletcher's .1.2_poeite_
-4.aellik•AINL-S0141401 Mi4SiraiPPL Dlin2ga0 Pawku'fl
---forNorthwestertesseinif.e.
fictory Wash
Tennessee used two late stray ':- arealane.
just' the
that
deo
Statev
was
60-59, but even then Austin
Morehead's defense forced
eOrgia There were few surprises as easy. The Warriors needed
better team Saturday: "That's passes by Georgia Saturday
Peay didn't let go.
the
Thoroughbreds
into-6G,
- among. the nation's Top 10 Allie McGuire's eight-foot jump
the beetliT-ve been foriellte a -night to trim the Bulldogs 59-57 , =Seeding
With 48seconds left at fought numerous
. iseedlere
_ reams over the weekend, al- shot with five seconds left to
for their third straightSEC vic- _
Aye _haeleto an 89-86 score but neventh
Zflmr
these
EZesmistaels
capitalized
though the Second 10 was rid- tail down its 12th straight.
, _
•
Beryl Shipley was also proud tory.
-200 28.6 er.
7
Fla.
got
any
deser.
_
'
mistakes
with
their
fast
break
Miller,
dled by losses.
LEXINGTON.
Kt.• CAP-i-The
"Our heeds are out of propcir- oT'his Southwestern'Unklani
The-Wildcats and the Whit- Hogue,Ga.
240 24.0
-Merehead tflt.,Ieda1 offense.
UCLA, the country's No. 1: tion to our game," said Coach
University of Kentucky, still
squad, which got a combined 85 teen, considered .the- teams to Andrews, Ken.
26323.9 the way in an initially close
11
70
shots
from
from
a
sah,,,d
.
4 mo,ht
The
Eagles
took
club, stormed by California 82; Al MeGuiee, father of the hero.
Dwight LaMar (45) heat this Year, meet each othelr Fraley, Ga.
72.9
10
229
points
me„
__with
thelloor,
hitting
33,
while
;;;;;;
r
oss
to
mor
T
d
;
t
to-rifrom
the
halftime
score
43;- - second-ranked Marquette "it would take-Shoid 15 people
next Saturday in a regionally Newton,LSU
and Roy Ebron (40).
11 237 21.5 39-31.
Murray netted 27 of their 61 Geopigo_ tonight_4it 'another_
ged_ netcoit_
e were so iol .from Use -televisergaineicinglon.
IVES ID
Edwards,Tenn.
With. 11 minutes left11to—
re- tries from the field.
rill Carolina defeated No. 8'
Southeastern Conference
In other weekend action, Au- Hudson,Ala.
floor that West Texas could not
10 211 21.1 head's lead was only 3 at 5148;
Morehead
• bagged 15 of 25 _kotbau
what it could 411'
elnwear
I9619:6- "W-1111111Wwn, Leenard Coul- diaritt shots; M urray sank only
17
.-,„1-111rn t_O.,
01
,5 over second Placer*-4-Paiker-,-Ken.
Ikeield-Bradley 75-71 reet-dith- "a bad game, just a bad re014_1_Shoar
also rebounding
thiseonteleracTe-riAtli-o 77-13. kosmaiseLlway--10 ler
said -5111Pley.'ler -and Icon Noll'racked upi2-1--Hit19:221e Raversfared-better-eanked . Long Beach State game.
nightlois 5
Saturday
om
a
miss
.
Virginia
thumping
of
Louisiana
State,
am,
The lost Weekend for
11 182 16.5 points in the next five minutes Me the boards, outrebounding
to
Tennessee.
"knocked the Cavaliers out of Alabama trimmed Vanderbilt sandersJsu
11 182 16.5 to make it 65-61. Morehead their guests 4742.
"
The Wildcats led by 11 at the
the unbeaten club. They had 79-76 and Mississippi came Retseck,Aub.
12 198 16.5 stayed ahead the rest of the
In'spite- of the overwhelming
Saturday night, with a 43half
won 12 straight before meeting back to defeat Mississippi State
game.
odds,Coach Cal Luther's 'Breds
advantage. They widened the
42
North Carolina.
Tennessee Tech was behind were not out of the contest until
SEC Standings
gap to 47-32 before the Florida
In the independent ranks,
That leaves only two tindeConf.All. Western at the half, 31-25. And a four-minute cold spell abort!),
opened
up in the final 9:25.
feated teams among the ranked _Florida State slipped past
W.L.W.L with only 1:03 left in the game after the- nechily point dell*
Florida is now 8-3 for the seaelite-UCLA and Marquette. Mauston 86-79 and Notre Dame Tennessee.
3 0 8 2 Western still led 71-68. But Al second half finished them off.
son and 3-2 in the conference,
both of which have won 12.,
= -whipped- Tulane 87-78.
-t'1--7 5 Lewis made a three-point play Murray had come from behind
Atkurn while Kentucky is 8-3 for the
*THE ASSOCIA1PRESS 97, Baltimore defeated Phoenix
Kentucky
2 1 8 3 and along with Wayne Pack twice, once in the first half and
season and 3-1 in the confer• The Pistol finally popped.
107-104, New York edged Hous2 1 6 4 brought Tech's score ahead, 73- again in the early portion of the
Alabama'
Pistol Pete Maravich, held ton 109-106, and Cincinnati
ence.
3 2 8 3 72. Lewis then hit two free second but that four minute
Florida
back by a siege of mononu- whipped Cleveland 128-108.
3 2'8 4, throws with five seconds left to period proved to be their SOCCER TIE
Vanderbilt
cleosis this season,exploded for
A 20-4 burst at the start of
4 flinch itior Tech.
Mississippi
downfall, ,_ •
KINGSTON,Jamaica(UP!
_
is National Basketball Associ- the second quarter and a 19-4
1 3 5 5
Georgia
In other Saturday night OVC
Trailing by only four, 55-51, -The United States Olympic
ation career high Sunday night, spurt early in the third period
Mississippi St.
1 4 8 5 action, Middle Tennessee beat with 9:28 remaining, Morehead soccer team and Jamaica
-firing in 50 points and trigger- helped Mitivaukee beat Port0 5 2 0 East Tennessee 74-68.
Louisiana St.
put a full-court press into play fought to a 1-1 tie Sunday.
ing the Atlanta Hawks to a 124- land. Kareem Jabber paced the
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
._rotmd Saturday night in his
116 victory over the Phila- Bucks with n points,, while
-"delPhin 76ers.
Lucius, Allen -and- Bob Dan- Anoeleted-leress-Speeta Writer first fight since he outriointed.
NEW ORLEANS (AP)
Muhammad All last March 8.
Maravich, who set an all-time dridke each had 24. Portland's
Heavresiake:,champion Jea
_"I'd like to fight ,egain in
NCAA career scoring record Sidney Wicks also scored 24.
accepted
con- -Maybe a month or
said
while a collegian at Louisiana
Archie Clerk's 32 points, 17 in Frazier
'State, hit with deadly accuracy the first period, and Jack Ma- gratulations from the mak and Frazier. "I don't like to hide
..gainst the 76ers. He was on rin's tip-in with nine seconds told him, "1 hope to see you the championship. I don't like
target on 18 of 29 field goal at. remaining keyed Baltimore's soon big fellow." The man was to smother it."
'tempts and 14 of 16 free throws. victory over Phoenix. Dick Van George Foreman. The meeting
Frazier did not mention a
He also was credited with six Arsdale topped the Suns with 25 would be in the ring.
specific opponent for his next
"He's okay. He wants to fight title defense but he always
assists.
points.
Dave Dg_Busachere's 15-foot again in a couple of months," mentioned the unbeaten Fore:marevich'_ePreYielle Minter
?high was 44 points in his rookie jumper with 26 seconds left en- manager Yank Durham said man when the subject of future
season last year. This season, abled New York to squeeze Sunday after Frazier knocked opponents arose during the
he missed the first 14 games past Houston and break a five- down Terry Daniels five times week pi eceeding the Daniels
of mononucleosis, and game losing streak. Walt -Fra- and stepped him in the fourth -fight,-foreman has not called
his best game was a 32-pointer. zier collected 31 points for the
publicly for a fight with FraHis collegiate high was 69 Knicks, while Elvin Hayes
zier.
But Frazier has made it clear
egainst Alabama in 1970.
scored 24 points and grabbed 21
he is not in any hurry for a
"Pete's performance sur- rebounds for the Rockets.
rematch with All, whom Fratrised me," said Atlanta Coach
Nate Archibald erupted for 41
zier usually calls "Clay."
Richie Guerin. "He probably points and had 16 assists in
All has contended that he
penetrated more than he has leading Cincinnati past Clevereally beat Frazier and put him
all season. We had no plan to land. John Johnson and Walt By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
go to Maravich. He's a guard, Wesley each tallied 24 points
In Kentucky non-conference into the hospital, and although
and has the ball, so he can do for the Cavaliers.
college basketball play Satur- Frazier said this did not bother
what he wants with it."
In the NBA Saturday night, it day night, Transylvania beat him, he also said, "I feel Clay
Mara vich's sparkling per- was: Philadelphia 131, Detroit Wooster 85-73.
is gonna have to respect me
formance overshadowed a 45- 121; Chicago 120, Portland 100;
Other non-conference games more because I don't need
'Leant effort by Philadelphia's Boston 122, Atlanta 106; Hous- included Thomas More over
'Billy Cunningham.
Frazier, 28, who did have
ton 112, Cleveland 109; Golden Georgetown 75-64; Pikeville
: Elsewhere in the NBA, Mi- State 105, Baltimore 95, and over Campbellsville 75-11; Ken- high blood pressure after the
lwaukee trounced Portland 126- Seattle 118, Phoenix 110.
tucky Wesleyan over Deury 85- Alilight, appeared la good con77; Union over Centre 97-81; dition Saturday night although
Cumberland over Berea 103-93; he did weiglithe heaviest of his
/
2. His previous
and Ashland over Bellarntine career at 2151
high was 209 each for Marion
82,78.
_Transylvania was placed by Connors and Jimmy Ellis.
Frazier said he felt he fought
Everett Bees and'Terry Slunk
SAN FRANCISCO
with 24 points each. Wooster at 90 per cent of peak performan 80-minute match, defending led at halftime 33-32. but Bass ance but it -would be hard- tp
champion Bilk Jean King cap- made the score'36-35 for Transy convince Daniels -that the
tured first place in the $17,000 early in the third quarter and champion could be better.
British Motors professional his team stayed out in front.
"Even his 'punches that miss
women's tennis championship Transylvania is now 8-4. Woos- hurt," said the 25-year-old Dalwith 74, 74 sudden death vic- ter 9las resident who weighed 1911
Ity THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
/
2
tories over sixth-seeded Kerry
Ted Volpehein poured , in 26 and just couldn't match FraSaturday's Results
:
If you let us, we're going to give you .. igh interest rates, better checking
Melville of Australia.
points for Thomas More, which zier's fire power.
Florida 72, Kentucky 70
y loans, convenient branch facilities,
forthright advice,-extrAUTO
plans,
Mrs. King, of Berkeley., Calif led 33-26 at halftime and was
Daniels said he plans to re; Louisville 75, Bradley 71
your
ch
en;
,
for
we'll help plan your estate and finance
college
free
parking,
who
last
the
season
became
; E. Kentucky 93, Austin Peay
never threatened by a weak turn to college. He needs six
I r Santa Claus, give you a prettier color check
first woman in sports to win Georgetown.
your brand new home; we'll
hours for a bachelor's degree in
more than $100,000, was rethat'll what turns you on.
Pikeville was led by Greg government.
Pikeville 75,- Campbellsville
and a partridge in a pear tr
.
warded with a PAO first Place Hatfield with 22 points and 72
A crowd Of 7,500, paying
.
;71
We're called the Extr rdinary Bank for a lot of extraordinanry
reasons.
•
prize. Miss Melville received rebowids and now -has three about $200,000 showed up at
; Cumberland 103, Berea 93
$2,200.
victories in 13 games.
The Rivergate for the fight,
' Kentucky Wesleyan 83, Drury
led'WeeleyaIr- "aineh-ww-ttir
intday night at Civic Audito- to its eighth victory in 12 tries weight title match on home
: Transylvania 85, Wooster 73
rium went to Virginia Wade of with some help-22 points television since Ali knocked out
Florida 72, Kentucky 70
England, who defeated Judy worth. Kentucky led all the Zora Riney March -fl, 1967.'
; Louisville 75, Bradley 71
E. Kentucky 93, Austin Peay Dalton of Australia 7-5 and 6-4.
way and was ahead at the half
47-38.
310
Clifton's Bill Swafford scored
Pikeville,75, Capbellsville 71
DAVIS APPOINTED
Cumberland 103, Berea 93
CHARLESTON.W. Va.(UPI) a season high of 38 points to
Kentucky Wesleyan 83, Drury -John "Red" Davis. a veteran make.his team 9-6 for the seaOhio Valley Conference
ri
of 23 years as a minor league son.
Conference games through
Cumberland won its sixth inIt' Transylvania 85, Wooster 73
manager,has been appointed
tercollegiate( Athletic Confer- Jan. 15.
Morehead 81, Murray 65
manager of the Charleston
.W L et.
ence game with the hel of
-;* Thomas More 76, Georgetown Charlies of the International
1.000
Thomas Jensen and Lthy Mid Tenn
Teague.
1 0 1.000
42 Ashland, Ohio $2, Bellarmine
Davis, Ste was promoted by Hurt, who eaeh chipped in 23 Term Tech
Throe Convenlqnt Lotattoris .
1 0.1.Q0o
E. Kentucky
the Pittsburgh' Pirates from points.
Morehead
101,000
And Bellarmine, behind at
• -Vincennes 114, Elizabethtown their "etatelbairy_eccinn.) farm
o 1 .000
• 80
club in the Clase -AA,Eastern halftime 41-38 to Ashland; fell Murray
Peay
01.000
KenWestern
75,
even
further
behind
to
lose
the
• Tenrr. Tech
League where he managed the
0_I ,0017
enn
- tucky 72
team to a petulant in 1970 and a game-r-tts fifth straight teed in
W.
'Kentucky
,
0,.1 .000
a
'
pow,
al
Union
making
it
97,
54.Centre
•
third
place
finish last year. '
>

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
While the hometown crowd
roared in delight, the Minnesota Gophers went through
_their-flashy, pregame
It pleased everybody but the
Northwestern Wileicate
We were intimidated before
the opening tiPoff," AMPPed
Northwestern Coach Brad Snyder, "I'm sure never going to
let my players look at it
Maio."
After the warmup, a Is Harlem GlobetrOtters, the Wikkata
also saw something they
wouldn't want to see againMinnesota's sledgehammer offense. It resulted lb an 84-60
Gopher - triumph Saturday
night.
"We wanted to slow them
down to see how they'd react,"
said a stilleizzling Snyder after
the-game.
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Tennessee Takes
On Florida Tonight

QYC Competition
Begins Saturday

Big
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Maravich Leads Hawks
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Three-Poi ers, In
Win Over New York
Lehman Scores Five

Dallas Finally Captures the
•
Big One; Downs Miami 24-3
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By BRUCE LOW1TT
burst off the line of scrimmage
----..sasseciated Press Sports Writer or oil of the backfield, he
W ORLEANS (AP) - found Cowboys swarming
-tknes Miami called the
him soaring high or
diving
to Slap away potenand four üine Dallas was tial long gainers. "They showed
there-to-put it out-of commis- me more than I expected," he
sion.
sighed.
But Roger Staubach, a Navy
The president's play, a simple •
ensign in Vietnam when the
Cowboys were earning a repu- down-and-in pass. pattern, was
tation of losing the big ones, exactly what Dallas was experformed as effortessly as a Pecting;leod was ready to foil
field general Sunday in Tulane every
Stadium and got them that,*
The first thrie't*- Cowbola
line, a 24-3 victory over the saw it coming, they blitzed
Dolphins in Super Bowl VI.
Griese, and the Miami quarter"People said we were an back, unable to take the time to
toterfor-Warfteld, had to
couldn't win the big ones," the a safety valve pass to Jim
29-year-old quarterback said Kiick that gained six yardsafter he passed for a pair of and left them with fourth down
touchdowns and directed an of- and forced a punt.
,.
few which riddled the young
'The next time it cameSreen
----- -Miami defense for 352 yards. "I caeout1iwhere
with a
think their.= proved it is a headlong dive and fingertip
de-very tmotitinal team-a great
.11ettion.

Griese fumbled away the Dolphins' last chance on the Cowboys' 20.
"Dallas demolished
in
Coach Don Shula mutte
the tomb that was the Miami
dressing room, "We never got
I.
ached.
y . biggest disappointment lelhet we never,
challenged them, never took
the fight to them ... they tore
us apart on defense and completely controlled our offense."

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS guard fired his last bomb %Air'
George 'Lehmann scored a 1:47 left to help them pu'Il away
three-point goal ... and liked it 126-119.
Lehmann wound up with 34,-,
so much that he did it five
points,, but wasn't the game's:
more -times. ------By the time he was finished, highest scorer. Rick Barry of
the Memphis guard had a club the Nets took that honor with
record and his club had -a 129- AL.
and re123 American Basketball Association victory over the New serve Chuck Williams sparked
Denver's triumph. Robisch
York Nets Sunday night.
Lehmann's long shooting ac- hauled in a game-high 20
curacy included a 55-foot bomb rebounds while Williams was
to give the Pros a 99-95 advan- the Rockets' leading scorer
tage at the ersi of the third pe- with 19 points.
Robisch, who also had it
riod.In the only other ABA game points, ositduelal Utah's vetor-'.
Sunday night, the Denver Rock- an center Zelmo Beaty in th
ets hammered the Utah Stan second half.Wtlen Denvei
pulled away from a 49-47 ad110102.
The ABA's Saturday night re- vantage. • Robisch had 13
sults: New York 109, Carolina rebounds to four for Beaty in
96; Virginia 116, Denver 107; the crucial second stanza.
Kentucky 172, Pittsburgh 115; SPAHN TO COACH TRIBE
_Indiana 117, hieniPhia- 106 and --Giza-WEIDA-ND 4. UPI )Floridians 110, Dallas 105.
peeeland(ilpi)-Warren
-The Pros scored-4Sp01itWth spahs4 who won_tbs Cy Young
Ota st quartet1.0 taliet--11-416...I.Mtard-lee-piteblit-aincellence
pant lead,- but-the Nets in 1957, was named Sunday as
and twisted into Ujoeruerof
charged back to cut the margin pitching coach of the Cleveland
-the end zone:-51M6947 at the
to._
Indians.
_
.-Mier Yeprettilhaq field-gask.
Spahn, 50, of Hartshorne,
PROT'ECTIVECOVER-Tulane's Jeff Morris t43) ducks under
three-pointLehmarues
In the dying seconds of the half
After
the protective coverage of Willie Townsend, Notre Dame, and ers helped to give the Pros a Okla., had been manger of the
gave the handkerchief-waving
Chris Stevens,also of the Irish. Wane fell to the advance of Notre four-point advantage at the ned Tulsa Oilers in the American
Dolphin fans their only
Association for the past five
me,87-78, in New Orleans.
chance to holler, the Dallas
(AP Wirepbota) of. Our, the. sharpshooting germns.
aVia
ground game pat--It1or-32 yarfiain
a 71-yard third-period march
that made it 174.
came ---&
—crusherfitealetijuldfield interception
MN
and 41-yard runbaci to 'the
Miami nine 'which, three plays
later, had Staubach hitting a
wide-open Ditk.a for the final
score.
touchdown and Walt Garrison,
who finished with 74.
"Our game plan was to go
start passing early to
keep them opened up and then
hit with our runners. It worked
0.ctlY0" said Staubach, winner in 1963 of the Heisman Trophy-symbolic of collegiate
football's best player-and winner on Sunday of an automobile
as Super Bowl Witabst vainable player.
The passing, particularly an
18-yarder to Bob Hayes, set up
Dallas' first score. A nine-yard
Mike Clark field goal climaxed
an 11-play, 50-yard drive which
when Csonka, who had
not fumbled in 235 regular-season and playoff carries, fumbled, with Howley recovering.
Then the Cowboys hit with
their running, Thomas gaining
and.CeeitiliM 25 in an
play, 76-gird march that Ma*
10-0 In the second quarilarlia

The Cowboys were, indeed,
master of control when they
had the ball as well, marching
with it for nearly 41 of the 60
' Me* the shake Abe_
loierk image they had been
saddled-with in their 1966 and
1967 chanipionship losses to
Green Bay and their 16-13 setback at the hands Of Baltimore Colts a year ago..
Staubach, Dallas' "f
running .back" because of, his
scrambling_ that netted 343
Oar-We-ion Yar
was
---- ubsich walk the mien obThen it was Bob Lilly and the
vious here of many heroes in front four again, storming In -dit forced to tam for, his life only
rarely.
iha..biational Football I cague
iese_--and--forcing
championship, played before a -throw out of the reach of hie
unshakable wall of protection in
sellout crowd of 81,023 fans who
receiver.
front of him, Staubach, calling
shivered through the windy,
And, finally, with a Variation
the plays that Coach Tom Lanmid-30 degree day.
On the play-Warfield in motion
dry shuttled in, gazed at the
Into
Texas
beading
leirrD_
M'e
Running _ backs_ D
gaps in the Miami defense and
taryit
was
Renfro
Thomas and Walt Garrison and
it-apart with everpieti
aown the pass.
passcatchers Lance Alworth to
on l2-of-18 for 119 yards, inand Mike Dail also shared the "I think he was a little leery
scoring strikesaf-sevencorning in theter
-a while,
spolfligliaut it was a gang
yards each to Alworth and Ditgrizzled ---bandits-Mel Renfro, Benin said. "I'm relieved,
Herb Adderley, Cornell Green, more than anything, there was
But most of the time he spent
Chuck Howley and the rest of an awful lot of pressure on us. the afternoon handing the ball
the Doomsday Defense-that I've had something in the pit of to the real runners, primarily
demolished the Dolphins my stomach all week."
Duane Thomas, who barreled
In all, Warfield was held to
dreams.
for 85 yards and a three-yard
just
four
catches
for
39
yards
Miami's.hope had been that
wide receiver Paulr„Warfield, and Grime, all but United to
• with a little bit of help- from throwing to his backs and tight
President Mimi and a lot from ends, managed to complete 12Bob Griesedwould be able to of-23 passes for only 134 yards.
ABA
NBA
And with Lilly, the murdershake loose and haul in the
East Division
Atlantic Divrsion
ous
right
tackle,
and
the
rest
of
long bombs for touchdowns that
W. L. Pct. G.B.:
W. L Pct. G.R.
had brought them the Ameri- the front four controlling the in- Boston
36 9 .800 Kentucky
32
16
.667
fighting, the highly touted
can Conference amen.
29 18 .617, 8
New York
26.19 .578 4% Viripnia
Miami
ground
game
was
even
'nut-fromthe onieet, it Was
-New York
, 21 27 .438 1614
Philadelphia
20
28
.417
12
obvious that the Cowboys, who less effective as Kiick and ar- Buffalo
Floridians
20 26 .435 16%
13 31 .295 17
won their last seven National ty_ awake were held to 40
Pittsburgh
19 29 .486
Central Division
yards
apiece.
Conference contests, then shut
cargirig
_16 31 ,340
Baltimore
211
25
.444
___tWicw-did Miami even
-deVin Minnetioto-104-Xitti -17 30 .362 4- 'score. The first Atlanta
cisco to once again reach the
33 14 .702 Cleveland
15 31 .326 54 Utah
Urn,
with
the
Dolphins
on
the
iaimmit, were ready for the
27 19 .587 5
Indiana,
Ciockmati
31
.311
6
14
bomb-Land anything else Dallas 24-yard line,-Griese Thal
20 27 .426 13
Division
hiamPhis
Midwest
Miami could throw against to Warfield near the goal line, Milwaukee
20 30 .400 14%
Dallas
.792
38
10
but Adderley was there too,
them.
Denver
17 28 .378 15
5
14
.696
32
Chicago
"They were pretty intent on leaping and tipping the ball just Phoenix
Saturdays Results
11
21
.563
27
taking away the inside," War- enough. So Miami had to settle Detroit
New York 100, Caiolina 96
17 30 .362 20%
field said of the Dallas secon- for what turned out to be their
Virginia 116, Denver 107
Division
Pacific
dary, "and they did it. I just only score, Garo Yeprernian's Los Angeles
Kentucky 123, Pittsburgh 115
.891
41
5
couldn't shake loose."
• 31-yard field goal.
Indiana 117, Memphis..106
28 19 .596 131,
Seattle
And
with
thne
naming
out
Virtually every time Warfield
Floridians 110, Dallas 105
27 19 .587 14
and the outcome a certainty, Golden St
Sunday's Results
-16 30 .348 25
Houston
Denver 110, Utah 102
12 37 .245 30%
Portland
--- Memphis 12e, New York -123--- Sunday's Resifts
Only games scheduled
Philadelphia 131, Detroit 121
Monday's Games
Chicago 120, Portland 100
No games scheduled
Boston 122, Atlanta 106
Tuesday's Games
Houston 112, Cleveland 109
Pittsburgh at Indiana
Golden State 105, Baltimore
Floridians at New York
95
Memphis at Dallas
110
Phoenix
Seattle
118,
By BOB GREEN
"I just played terrible," said
Associated Press Golf Writer
the Billy Casper protege. "EvPEBBLE BEACH, Calif. eryone was just laying down
(AP) - "It's nice to wins and playing dead. Jack told me
tournament when you-- don't on the 12th hole that I was still
play that well. It's nice to know leading and I just couldn't bethat other People can make lieve it."
mistakes, too."
Nicklaus shot a final-round
Jack Nicklails was talking 73e one over par on the course
about his less-than-spectacular that will be the site of this
playoff victory over young year's United States Open. MilJohnny Miller Sunday in the ler, the third-round leader, had
$140,000 Bing Crosby National a 74. They tied at the end of the
Pro-Am golf tournament.
regulation 72 holes at 284.
Nicklaus, who now has won
"I tried. That's all I can do:"
five of his last six starts and is said Miller, who scored his first
threatening a dominance of the tour victory last year and won
game unmatched in history, some $91,000. Second place was
sank an 18-foot birdie putt on *Pith $16,000.
Lee Trevino was alone in
the first playoff hole for a $28,000 check in his first start of third at 73 for 286. Fred Marti,
71, and Australian Bruce
the year.
The victory by .the Golden Crampton, 73, tied at 287. The
Bear left opposing players, offi- group at 288included England's
cials and observers shaking Tony Jacklin, who had a pair of
their heads and wondering sevens enroute to a final 77,
aloud: "How do you beat him if Big George Archer, Dan Sikes,
you can't do it when he's play- and Bob Murphy, who holed a
three-wood shot for a rare
ing bad"
Nicklaus had a brilliant 66 on double eagle on the second hole
the 'Opening round, but didn't of the final ramd.
Trevino, Jacklin and herb
break 70 again. On the final
-1100perilittr1iritstied'Wtth'i 17
- ---FiVaglinfirstediffthi
six feet or less; including a all made runs at the leaders in
three-footer before a national the 'Warm sunshine, but all
television audience on the 17th knocked themselves out of it.v.
hole.-it led to a bogey that set
up the secont playoff in as
many weeks.
"The last lour tournaments I
won were legitimate wins,"
.. ..
R=147
Nicklaus said. "I was in front
arum Csorno46 16.146
four to seven strokes all the 59
way. This was different. It was
li
:
TeO °Sie
.4,
like everyone was saying, rch arAkr:o13,130,c0)
"Well, who wants to bi it
rem7,"2'0%,.":31.o• •
I CALL 'FM LIKE I SEE'EM-Mrs. Bernice Gels, 41, shows170 .
Lamm Wodklbs
now?"
she rails the plays, in her home in Queens,N.Y. New York's
how
Zri
rtICTrIZ:#1 a
The 24-year-old faller,a skinhighest
court ruled by a 5-2 decision that she mate an umpire II
;
Rod41=4:
Crairrr
i:riet
v 12
.
.7114, P644
;. :rock
ord
professional baseball, rejecUng an appeal of 'the New Yorkny blond whoence won the Cal- rpit:
.
0.
54
ifornia amateur championship es,14Crorgunr
01144,
o,
Pennsylvania Ptofesslanal Baseball League _and the Nations&
on the same Pebble Beech Golf
prrn CoIl". 1434
Association of Prefessiatal BasebalWagues.
,11,1$)gith
rs4lri,Srt114
, (AP Wirephoto)•
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tons. West Pakistan is now selfthe present rapid rise in foix
sufficient in wheat.
supply can't go, still holds.
Nevertheless the impact ol
1% India the story is much the
the new wheats and rice has same. In 1965, a record crop
been sensational.
year for both nations, the preIn 1965, before the new "Green Revolution" wheat
Mexican seed was intr.oduced,..---ereptotaled 12,3 million tons. It
Pakistan produced 4.6 million
went to 16.5 million tons in OIL
tons of wheat. In 1968, after the to 18.7 Jnillion in 1969 and 1g
new wheat was introduced, million in 1970. India, too is now
production climbed to 6.7 approaching self-sufficiency in
million tons, in 1969 it was 7.2 wheat.
million and in 1970, 8.4 million
Stated another way farmers

Little-time left to win food-population battle
- --ByJAMIZICIARY • •
Copley NeWS Seeley
The
WASHINGTON
argument goes on.
" In 1798 Thomas Robert
Malthus, an English economist
and demographer, predicted in
altessay that population would
always tend to- -outrun foo4
sepply, inevitably producing
s4rvation and want.
:So far Malthus has been
wrong.But as recently as 1965,
another wave of pessimism
swept the world. A number of
authorities, including Dr. B. R.
Sen, director-general of the
Agriculture
and
Food.
Organization, expressed
that
concern
growing
widespread famine might yet

It has only been delayed.
No less an authority than Dr.
-Norman E.-Boriaug, winner
the 1970 Nebel Peace Prize for_
his work in developing the highyielding wheats, says the
breakthrough in food supply
has bought the world only 24 to
30 years of additional time in
which to solve the food_
-population problem.
In his lecture on accepting
the Nobel Prize he said:
The 'Green Revolution' has
won a temporary success in
man's war against hunger and
deprivation. lehas given man a
breathing space., ff fully implemented the revolution can
provide sufficient food for
sustenance during the next
three decades.
"But the frightening power of
human reproduction must also
be"ellrbeelT—Q441.rwiss..-1,114

4143616/

The subsequent ','Greelt--succelS of the • 'Green
Revolution' will be ephemeral
Revolution," based on the hew
high-yielding wheats developed only:
in Mexico, and hYielding
Whet is known of present
worldwide population trends
rice developed in the PhilipPines, brushed aside much of bears out that forecast. The
tJt
Population.Refeseqes, Bur
'WISP. "
- nonp
private,
Nevertheless, &RAW-the - a
"Ore!!!
Pruduc- hat-made-these 1971 projec'tj
lions,
tion, there is wide recognition
that the age-old battle of food • The present world popuision
supply and population growth
of 3.706 billion persons will
doulite at the present talre-isi
-
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in both countries formerly
could expect to produce only
about 1 metric ton of wheat and
1.5 metric tons of rice per
hectare per year, a total of 2.5
metric,tons.
Nevertheless there is new
hope in the world that man may
yet find a way to control his
numbers, to feed himself
adequately .and avoid the ageold specter of ultimate starvation.

PAGE BEV/

there is sufficient
on many population fronts have even when
,_ , •
been swift, encouraging and
_ ''Green
exciting-- though "the-long. afrange crisis is not yet solved Revolettion;' has greatly
three
and progress will continue to fected production of only
crops wheat, rice and maize.
seem agonizingly slow_ until
_ it Dr. Roriaug has pointed out
He is particularly en- that other important cereals,
by stepped-up such as sorghums, millets and
couraged
research aimed at achieving a barley, have been only slightly
breakthrough in ,eonteeception
He also says there-has been
that will give man the means to
appreciable increase in
have far greater impact on
population growth than he has yield of production of pulse or
legume 'Mpg, both high in
ever had before.
One of the most promising badly needed protein, for
areas is in the development of (..ereal-eating peoples.
Moreover, he says the great
prostaglandins, a fatty-acid
compound naturally present in increases have come in
irrigatcd areas and not all
many body tissues.
Because prostaglandins hold farmers, including those with
promise of controlling the irrigated lands, have adopted
The new lodge for Senior Citizens at 1505 Stadium View Drive in Murray, Ky.,,is now
female menstrual cycle or benefited from the new seeds
ready for occupancy.
Ravenholt feels they could and production methods.
another wathere is a •-- Our goal is tepeoeme this area with the best possible care_farambigatory sealer ritixena
limited amount of easily
fact that there are far more curbing fertility,
Our rates are less than 97.00 a day for semi-private accommodations.
population control programs in
The "Green Revolution," irrigated land in the world.
This price includes; three balanced meals a day, maid service, clean Ilan* comfortable
operation now throughout the however,is limited in how far ft Once it is all planted with the
living quarters, color TV.,social activities and religious services.
world than ever before.
can go in helping feed the 50* ,-Sew 'high-yielding crops,, the
We take care of the ordering and dispensing of the medicines, call your personal physician
Dr. R. T. Ravenholt, director cent of the world population sensational climb in
drug store when needed.
or
will level off Budof the Agency for International that still goes hungry today - production
•
Please
Since we are just open, a choice of rooms and accommodations new available.
•
.
tine
.Development's of
contact wie-at the-Pere Terniee-Lodge.
may
iiff
le
population-, was far
persons.
pessimistic ia-19€7- thaa.le.
developing other new
today.
An even larger number - yielding strains MONA PURDOICA.N. ADMINISTRATOR
In an October, 1971, article about 2,408,900,000 - are
legumes and
for AID's War on Hunger considered
malnourished,
•
principle that there is ar
magazine.. lift Sara: ,
they bick.,9r9Per fCcd
Alltir•-:---Advances meaning

incresse in the next 35 years,
year 2006..
(61600-••the
in1ant14
world's most populous nation
and one not yet touched by the
"Green Revolution," the mid1971 estimated population of
772.9 million will be double in 39
years.
In India, the world's No. 2
nation in population, the
present 569.5 million persons
will double in 27 years.
In Latin America the 291
million population will double
In 24 years.
Even the highly developed
United States, with its
declining fertility rate, will
have twice the present 207.1
million persons by the year
2034.
There is a clear future threat
embedded in these rising

the

no
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2:30 Hawaii S-0
5:30 Cannon
top that gives you standing
describe the problem, it sounds
9:30 Woods waters
head room. There are such _gregat
us .11re tutire4
10:00 News
power,
volt
110
as
-conveniences
o,
10:30 Movie
the
ix
and
heater
water,
cold
and
hot
cessive wear on the outer
often a toilet.
tread..
-The Volkswagen Camp-Have your tires inflated to
mobile is the most popular of the proper pressure (your
outeti. NEVER
far,
by
vans
camper
the
dealer will _know) and take a
fOff6ET tAq
selling domestically built units tread depth reading. After 1,000
MOST FAA4905 CA5E;
is
by a wide margin. The key
miles or 9o, recheck the tread
*JOHN DOE VERSLIO
price: it can be purchased depth. If the tires continue to
RICHARD ROE'!
least
at
94,000,
around
from
wear in this fashion, go to a
91,000 less than its nearest , reputable front end shop and
competitor. U.S. camper vans- have them really give the
are built from Ford,Chevy and. samension the once-over. But
_ •
Dodge units_
proper inflation should cure
While the U. S.-built' vans your problem.
have-more power (Val engines
BLONDIE
are available) and are slightly
roomier, the VW van has a
NO.*/ MANY
loyal following. Built exCUPS OP COFFEE
Do you have a question about
DiO YOU HAVE
clusively by Westfalia-Werke your -car, motorcycle or
DINNER?
AFTER
in Wiedertruck, West Ger- recreational vehicle? If se,
many, the vans have been drop a line to: Motorways,
rolling off the lines since 1951. Copley News Service,P.O.Bas
And 1971 saw the total soar pest 199, San Diego, Calif. 92112.
the 100 000 mark
ay JEFF CUSHING
Copley New Service

building up enough courage to
order that "bloc plate special"
at a local beanery, a meal that
invariably tastes the Same, be
it ordered in nerthern Maine or
Southern California.
Then theft are the diehards

who pull off to the side of the
rind, pitch a tent and fry
corned beef hash over a Sterno

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule.for Monday.EVening

Ledler & Times TV Schedule.for Tuesday •
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Mrs.Gandhi sees
her cause as lust

they are strong. This planet is
in its own sign, Aquarius. It
catches hostile aspects from
Question: -Mrs. Gandhi of Sun (life force) and from
India - does she really believe Saturn (Fate). Mrs. Gandhi
that war can solve anythine, should be guarded closely while
ffie holds PlibTeoffice.
Answer: To understand In'
Fifth, if her Moon is in early
dire Gandhi, you must evaluate Aquarius - and we speculate
not only her horoscope but also that it is - she has the same
the home in which she ma- fanaticism and ctuu-isna distured.
played by President Woodrow
Born Indira Nehru on Nov. Wilson. These people have a
19, 1917, she is a native of missionary zeal which captiScorpio, a fixed Zodiac sign. As vates their followers.
the only daughter of JawaharIt would be impossible to
lal Nehru, she was served a assess Mrs. Gandhi without
generous helping of politics at some knowledge of the conflict
the dinner table. This young between Hindu India and
girl became acquainted with Moslem Pakistan.
some of the finest minds in
All of India's top leaders, inIndia.
cluding Nehru and the
-1Yhen she war a child, the Mahatma, hoped that her
Union Jack still flew against people coati unite after Britthe cobalt-blue Indian sky,.and ain's withdrawal in 1947. Ina man in far-off England was stead, the division between her
called "emperor of India." But people widened. In the ensuing
--.100.9.00 7,,ere
jussit
in the Nehru home,the„talk-was-,
always of moreffebe-raleV/i Nehrus themselves were never"
Your typical Hindu believes
ny ds
as extreme as their friendwngrades
tLice' 47-"'-the
mpobrC
the
.
Mahatma- Gandhi. Likelmme---- 7
1ead vidual and of earthly pleasures.
Pied Piper, he "222,
; lie regards the cow as sacred,
111"
'7'...„.„,,,,
and the beef-eating Moslem as
'
'`"
his
as
father
named her
an abomination. He accepts the
political successor.
caste system as part of his
From this home, then, were slims, ,,ven though the caste
its wiy
to emerge two rulers of modern system::
on
eats
on the ether
---Indlral-SlutiwieeatestbrtheRith degree of Scorpio. People hand, believes the Hindu is a
.horn- here often achieve -faal----Frrsofiet- Orme past. Re laughs
prominenge, like President
, at his sacred cows and abhors
James Garfield, only to 'nee' the rude system as an insult to
with dramatic misfortune. God.s creation.
Moon
As head of 547 million people,
(Keiser Wilhelm had his
here.)
Indira Gandhi is the most
Now, India is a land where _ powerful woman in the world.
astrology is still revered. No Judging by her horoscope, she
doubt,the girl Indira-was made is a stern, hard-driving woman
aware that her sign; Scorpio, who believes her Cause is just,
has two symbols: the scorpion, and that warfare can right
which represents the baser ancient wrongs.
urges, and the eagle, which
symbolizes bow high a man can
reach. More than any other
sign, Scorpio describes the tremendous potential for good and
evil in each human soul.
Conifer production in Britain
Could this woman really'condone war? We think so: There is expected to double before
are several testimonies to this 1990 and triple soon after 2000.
according to --the British -in her horoscope.
First, her Sun Sign dearly-in- - -Forestry. Commissionthcates she is a fighter, The • This will be due to modern ,
Scorpion is famous for its sting. logging methods which are now
Second, we believe her being implemented that will
LET'S REMINISCE
thoughts are both practical-and eliminate much of the waste
aggressive. Mercury, which which is prevalent in the inreseeding
and
rules her mind, is in fiery dustry
techniques, said the comSagittarius.
Third, • Vemis proves her mission.
heart is with her people. This
planet of the affections is in
Capricorn, which emphasizes
duty to one's country.
Fourth, if Uranus rules her
backs were perfectly straight rebellious qualities, we know
By HELEN M.PAGEL
Many Americans eat as
and it was impossible to rest
Copley News ServiceMany as 10 meals a day but still
your head in any place, so you
do not get adequate nutrition,
The little red depot has gone had to sit like a wooden soldier
according to Dr. Paul Fine, a
the way of the horse and buggy and wonder if the train would
New York Food consultant.
and five-cent movies,but at one ever come. But nobody would
He blames the "hopelessly
time they were plentiful have had one single thing .
Dr. Richard Feinbloom, a
enough. There was one in changed because depots had Harvard University children's outdated Ideas about three
almost every village in the always been built that way and sgiecialist, believe' that so- square meals a day" and the
country, and sometimes there therefore. that was the way called "educational" toys may "rotten Job" being done by the
depots should be.
wasn't even a village.
be harmful to young children. food industry.
There was usually a potOf course,all of them weren't
He told the American
pointed red. Some were white bellied stove in the middle of Academy of Pediatrics that
SATELLTIX STATS
or brown or gray or green, and the floor and in the winter the turning pre-school age children
Thirty million dollars ana
at
were
it
some had no paint at all, but seats nearest
over to television had paved the nually could be cut from
there were certain charac- premium. In the summer it way for parents under pressure American television network
teristics common to all of them. didn't much matter where you to provide them with a variety coats by means of a domestic
They were located close to sat.
of objects to keep them oc- communications satellite
The walls were covered with cupied under the guise of system.
the tracks, or maybe even
read
ever
between the up track .and the posters which nobody
"mental stimulation."
clown track - little wooden and there was a blackboard
buildings with an. overhanging with the arrival and departure
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
roof and a baggage platform at times of the various trains
one -end. There were windows, chalked up on it. As if that
00000 00Q
000
officer
6 Army
ACROSS ,
but no human being could see made any difference! InMO3 OOMMU OMO
(abbr.)
MOOMOO 1110RMUR
out &them,for it is doubtful if variably No. n was running 15 1 Vehicle
7 Neptive
U00 OUOMO
prefix
they 'were ever washed from minutes late and No. 16 was 6 Goods cast
8 Alcoholic
010100 UO003D0
the time the depot was built stalled 10 miles up the line, and 11 overboard
beverage
Mammal's
000 MOM 000M
coat
until it was torn down or fell nobody had any idea what in
9 Footless
MM 00012000 UM
10.
No.
Three-legged
of
17
become
had
world
the
Observe
10
down.
00015 0006 ORO
stand
a
was
depot
Set
11
the
of
side
one
On
a
Somehow,clean windows in
30000 OM E1000
14 Note of scale
13 The people
Athietic00100 UOM
depot would have created a little walled-off room with a 15
16
Servant
Memorandum
17
OM3M00 WOMWMM
jarring note. The dirtier and barred window behind which 18 likely
19 Sweet drink
011U POMO MOO
smokier they were, the better, sat the stationmaster. He was 20 Wipe out
21 Cook slowly
9051 nnmno 000
23 Obscure
22 Weird
for it meant that many trains an awe-inspiring individual,for 24
/1
Temperate
25 Nooses
passed that way, and the very didn't he have the power to 26 Locations
School
52
27
Send
Move
forth
38
sidewise
with
Pratt,:
fact that they were practically issue tickets which made it 28
organization
40 Smaller
29 Equip
30 Penned
(abbe.)
opaque added immeasurably to possible for you to go anywhere 31 Scorns
41 'Kind of cheese
32 College
54
Illuminated
to?
name
wanted
Girl's
you
33
fascination.
officials
that
(P1)
Broad
The bored way in which he 35
44 Dress for show 5> Teutonic deity
Caustic
Nobody ever considered it an
Vey_
36 Center for
''- eiiheten• ..,- - ..--.44416644-.------611-4166666*--,("----"'--- -Inctirgenienenuat-,te,bo ante U- 4triked-wiherulow were goals,
1243fftt(abbr.)
47 Comfort
36 Sloppy
he
that
way
deliberate
up
Puff
the
39
you
If
noneanse!
What
out.
ses
49 Plumlike fruit 60 Note of scale
37 Deer's horn
Printer's
the
tickets,
the
out
was
made
what
wanted to know
measure
2 3 4 5 ••- 7•A 6 7 I 9 10 *
I
outside,all you had to do was to flourish with which he stamped 43 Butt
.y
*. ..
i
go out on the platform and look each one- all were part of the 45 Wife of
II
•12
Geraint
ritual of taking a trip and none
1
around.
-‘
e
•-.--qt5
14
46 Sainte
16 ,..*;:t::::
'% I 7
Inside, the depot was a drab of it could be left out.
(abbr.)
And if a message came 48 Ar'abian princes 111
but romantic place. The
•' ., 23
ilf 72
19 iy.• 20 it.
:•:.';',
.-:-:
._
wooden floor was littered with elattering in over the telegraph SO Nahoof ef*ep
24
2 .„•:,. 78
23 :•;•156
papers and such things as apple while you were buying your 51 Strike
Cash drawer
cores and orange peel. The ticket, that just about made 53
29
'•'.31
32
30
Negative preli.
wooden benches which lined everything perfect. For even 55
56 Pertaining tp
7735
4'17.
the walls and maybe formed a though you couldn't understand
time just pest :* ;,... %ily 33
::...s,
••
double row down the center of a word of it, the stationmaster 59 Watered silks 36• 37
40 -41
..
,
.
.`.'.
the room, were built of the became even more of a per- 61 Raises
62 Man's name
could.
he
because
to
sonage
known
wood
hardest
42
Now they stand, the little red
_.,_..h.a.k...
0
mankind.
DOWN
-9 '`.:.-,
4
• .542 -46
47 Q. 48
and
The Nate were always just depots, crumbling
4
.1
to
Sonwithir%
grassthe
beside
dilapidated,
feet
your
that
so
enough
Si
high
fight wfth
32
.
2 Mans
woukin't quite biuch the floor grown tracks over which no
.
nickname
60
the
of
dream
and
.....
and the arm rests were always trains pass,
Ship channel
kne enough so that you couldn't days when a 20-mile ride on the
• 61
ty'>?62
4 S *hoped ..
YV
possibly lean on them without "iron horse" was a Mak* event
molding
folks.
most
to
The
ti,i
5
17
double.
In,
retr5vm4trsrk.
Approaches
n"ht
bending nearly
By HERB STANTON
Copley News Service
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upp0;;;ir);
s

British conifers wilt
double before 1990

Little red .depQt
has said goodby

THE PHANTOM

PAGE NINE

STAR TALK

•

Big eaters get
food for thought

Educational toys
may prove harmful

BEATLE BAILEY

Crossword Puzzle

NANCY
ROLLO'S DAD
OWNS THIS
AMUSEMENT
PARK

I MIGHT
H AVE
KNOWN
IT-

NO WONDER
ROLLO HAS HIS
OWN PRIVATE
CAR

BUMPER
CAR '
RIDE

LIL' ABNER`
MR CASH/CAN
SAFELY RESUME
HIS SPECTACULAR
BETTING
CAREER- -

-DOT ONLY
IF HE DOESN'T
HEAR AE41 OF
THE WORDS
TI-lAT
UST .r.'

0A144.04-4
SOAKUMCROPOW144

THEY ALL SouND LIKE YOKUM THE ONLY MAN WHO EVER WON
A DET FROM HIM. His put,$)
SNAP IF HE EVER AGAita
ANY CONTACT Wm/431W
MAMIE FY
41.

cam/- /7 •....•••••••••••
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See for yourselfiRead the Want Ads
today and everyday for
top buys!
And when you
have something to sell,
tell other readers
about it With
your own ad:
One phone call
to 753-1916
will put your ad
in print.
See for yourself!
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Mrs. Morris _
Passes Away

School Board... Kentucky News Roundup

ICentheam4himelPs4PtIl
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS rid of the bootleggers.
Mn. _Eunice Morris, farGroup leader James. B.
The electric plant board, Miss Kentucky
merly of Calloway County, was.
which makes zinnia'"in-lieu-ofPADUCAH. Ky. (AP)
A Thompson of Somersetaays his
claimed by death Friday atfour zt
tax" payments to the school Metcalfe County girl was cho- group hopes to circulate petip.m, at the Caldwell County .
district, last year took a $10,400 sen Miss Kentucky Saturday tions to hold a special local %Hospital, Princeton. She had_t
tax credit from the in-lieu-of-tax' night in the 'Miss Wei-duchy lion election later this year:'
Poor
been at the Highland Rest Home
credit from U.S.A. Paegant here.
payment as a
HAZARD, Ky. (AP) - A
near Princeton for sometime
Miss Tamara Jan Branstetpayments made via the utility
prior to her death.
ter, la, beat 14 other girls in community corporation ruled
tax.
The former Calloway woman
The compromise bill passed the competition sponsored by by the poor might administer a
age and the
was 35 years
by the legislature seethelieu- the Padutah Junior Chamber of proposed multi-million .dollar
pregeam-fer
-government
health
Morris-whodied
orDike
I
sum
ne
.Conimeece.
-- oath( PaYriiints al
In Feliruary of 1955. She was
She will compete next year in the indigent'of Leslie, Knott,
less than that paid in 1965 when
Torn October 11", 1886, near Hico
the Kentucky Legislature the Miss U.S.A. Paegant in Letcher and Perry counties-if
a four-county anti-poverty
in Calloway County and was the
Passed a law commonly known Puerto Rico.
agency votes its approval
daughtertf the late Jim Ellis •;.
as the "tax rollback law",
Jan27.
and Martha Jane Robb Ellis.
which limited the amount of Wet
The 12-member executive
Mrs. Morris b.', survived by.
SOMERSET, Ky.(AP) An
money the various school
consider, Mrs. Davis Elkins of
districts in Kentucky could Informal group' -of Pulaski committee of the agency
Dexter, one half sister, lira.
receive from property taxes. Countians is planning to work (LKLP) last week bowed to a
Ella Garland of Murray Route";
The "rollback law" set the in- to end the county's 35-year-old federal directive for the formaThree; several nieces and ;
lieu-of-tax payments at a sum dry alcohol rules-:on the tion of an independent governnephews.
no less than that paid in 1965 grounds that a wet county will ing board comprised mainly of
.Funeral thervrces are tieing
plus an increase for growth. The benefit economically and get poor people. The action must_
be approved by the entire 36held today at two p.m. at the -;
law said that this sum would be
Member board.
chapel of the Max Churchill 4
known as a "floor payment."
Funeral Home with Rev.-Glen;
Another way of figuring the
Frozen
4
Cope officiating.
tax payment is the "formula
CYNTHIANA, Ky. (AP) •
Burial will be in the Elm
method" which is found by
Harrison County Coroner Ed
Grove Ceirietery
with the.'
• multiplying the book value by
- haellfrannd, that broke her tow and washed ashore sena otCLEANING UP OIL-A Navy seaman rakes up part et a 50
Whaley will hold an inquest
the MaX
arrangements
the local tax rate.
(AP Wirepheto)
._
.•
--•
—
.oest..amek.Midatesspine
Pea !bitten. wad*.
thew.,
8elll—k9M.
the.
WWI
-Acceretinglolivreevntirentse:
_•
•
act cause of death of"a than
bill, the formula method is not
whose frozen' body was found
lobe MAKI Phi the sum derived:
Albert G. Murray of 1311 Vine here Saturday night.
by,using the method equals or
Whaley said 44-year-old 'Blurexceeds the floor payment, Street_pasod_away Friday at
.10.50. p.m._ at the ,hiburay:__.
Schultz.said•
-- -- _Hospital time Friday nisht• He Said
Murray_ .Elertrir
__The
spent some time as an inSystem's floor payment for 1971 where he had been a patient at.present he suspetts no foul .
There appears to be no auY-* .
"
By SY RAMSEY
By Sy RAMSE
and age balance demanded by
gleiLa .
was $24,119.62 'mid the tax since_ January 5.
terPreter for deaf members In.
Moray for a governor to trans-.
Asseehdedneas-Writer
Press
Writer
.
Associated
national Democrats.
the congregation of the
The deceased was 89 years of
figured by the formula method
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)-A fer money from the General -..._.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)"But the national rules also
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) Metropolitan Baptist Church in date itieponean official
age and his death followed an
was 913,744.93, Schultz said.
pre- Fund, under which most of
Democrats,
Kentucky
have
search
ceathadnit.
for
a
_
require
us
to.
allow
nominations
The
Is
Whinifikon„
Illness__ He was
. The motion_passed by _the_
dieted-teday-the Denseeratie state-aovernment operates, to.
SroundwOrkfrom
the
-floor,"
he
said
`It's
the
laying
Com_q_maii--startad
Pike
Wilson !fps a nuclear,________
board-alao-said-Ahat-the -preeeded-iii-death-lay
_tbelitoad Fund andaYhich be
t
te-possible-that-sorne nomimusing . defegate9
warheads specialist in the U.S. new taxation to he_w_get
Murray Board of Education Florie, on August 11, 1971. He whose car was swept off a /Or
national
convention,
Walter Highway Department func- •
nees
from
the
floor
could
defeat
they
and
take_ stepir to initiate
Big
the
flooded
bridge
into
Army
Foreign Science and-,(Dee) midmost=to
born April22;1882, in Lyon
-Wee versa.
the Ebils=or
have acknowledged one ponm- (the arrangement) and we'd
Technology
Center
in us.senate in N
legislation that would require County and wgs the son of the Sandy River near here Satur- tial problem.
have
a
slate
that
maybe
didn't
.
Washington
the localelectric plant hoards to- late Robert Murray and Selena ,day night_ at the-lime
'1955
' Gdrdon Wade, executive dlSince national rides require reflect - •enough *omen •or 1966.
State Police and the Pikeville
y," of
Wath
cie
e;
I,
witkee
catzt.efull
State
Uni
"loinYaTresei
.
pay in-lieu-of-tax payments in Stevens Murray.
rector of the GOP State Central
blacks."
representation
of
adequate
an
From 1966 to 1969 he was
onnmittee, said in an inter. said, "it's in there-extraor- 4
The local man was a retired Emergency and Rescue Squad Negroes. voune oecole and
accordance to3 the "formula- or
The Democratic committee
Bryan
powers ,
dinary
budget
whichever is employee of. he Murray State are looking for Berwood
the "floor",
party is Ping to routinely approved certain volunteer worker with the deaf view his party kas gleaned ute
men,
the
passen"
of
Nelse.
A
(souglit)."
Bevins,
M,
in
Houston,
Texas,
where
be
greater, with the local utility University whae he had been a
4
it
if
even
outlines of "the scenario did
changes in rules to go 'llong
ger in the car,chsener Be/lay, have to comply
-Third.lhe Republican said. ?„
. was a 'senior research physicist (the Democrats) are mowtax not being a factor in custodian.
artificial
establidiing
with
the
national
jneatis
group.
Ford will ask for a severance
with the ESSO Production
three 20, also of Nelse, swam to safeare
Survivors
arriving at the in-lieu of *tax
police said.
.
- WILMA° make the _delegation
Kentuckywill have 47.dele- Research
lax which be will try to impleCo. - a divizdon tf•
payment - due; and that the -daughters---Mr. Lillian Bracy,
Huddleston,an Elizabethtown ment almost immediately to begates to the natiqpal convention
look well-rounded.
Co.
**Olen of litigation he given 1311 Vine Street; Murray, Mrs.
radio executive, is a state
Morton Holbrook of Owens- at Miami in July, of which 36 Humble Oil al;c1 Refining
.
College
In his new position, Wilson tar and managed the cam_ gin obtaining more revenue.
further study by the board Blanch Baker of Mayfield, and
boro State Rules Committee will be elected at district conBut, he added,- the proposed 4
• AP
,
will assist with the lung-range paigns of Gov. Wendeli Ford.
attorney.
Miss Vernedia Murray of ,
appointed Per- ventions and 11 at the state
Clinton, Tenn.; two- sods, -A Christian Countystaterep- bead and newly
Plartiliniand research hinethans He announced for the US. removal of the- food tax which ;
of the state -convention.
chairman
maneni
resentative
thinks
Kentucky
is to be linked with -the sevof the Office of the Dean. "We senate several weeks agn.
Gilbert Murray of Savinaw,
thinks it
The district conventions are hope to make planning more
erance tax "will be a very, 1
Mich.; and Raymond Murray of should treat some out-of-estate clmvention, said henominating
Wade sald the only new LIZ
Fulton; seven grandchildren; Tennessee college students to can be done if levels make scheduled June 2 At Frankfort than an irrelevant ritual that enacted hy Ford,a, regime will xeity conservative rendering of
all
at
committees
convention
the
Peand
the
state
colresidential
fees
at
state
what constitutes toed."
six great grandchildren; one
Shtirt-rWl
ace cif be the severance levy on coal,
.
(Cautioned from Page 1)
next day. Previously both con- Pmduces
leges-the way Austin Peay in the effort.
The,- governor will then ask
mind but not the future that is as pledged by,. the new gover.
great grandchild.
He conceded there is an an- "VefitiO1IS were held the same
for time to implement the food ,
• During the 1971-72 season the. Funeral services were held Tennessee does.
desired,"
he
explains.
nor
James etruL.e says Austin parent contradiction in select- day, with the state delegates
tax removal because of the •
guitarists will introduce new Sunday at two p.m. at the
Wilson has a bachelors degree
, he comp)exities -involved,-- -Wade - vvicz
edrr
aziazyuclu
iting-fee-the-disteiets-ta-fin--mathmaties -and_ _ physics offr'er
instnimentsoftheirown-design. diaper Of nit-Mai thutthar PeaY charger Kentoehr stn,---ing-delegales-fteelY while-almaking
certain
time
the
same
They have been experimenting Funeral Home with Rev. Jerrell dents froM the nearby counties
from Murray State University,
No discussion of Presidential Murray, Ky. and a doctorate in said,"and the people of the Reof Trigg, Christian, Todd and the gr,pup contains represents.
"What this will do is give
with electric guitars and from White officiating.
,
publican party are totally out-,
lives who 'often do not partici- 'prospects was carried on Satur- nuclear physics from
this creativity will emerge new
the numbered.'13asicaRy, they-can't him revenue because all the
Pallbearers were .Edward Logan the same fees as it
day, but Sen. Edmund Muskie University of Kansas.
while he is delaying taking the
sounds in rock music,as well as Morrison, Ray Murray, Clyde charges Tennessee residents. pate in party meetings.
do anthing to prevent this sceHolbrook cautioned members of Maine was mentioned oftentax off food he's going to have
interpretations of popular Toon, William Baker, Don He thinks Murray State Univer-He and his wife,Jimmie Joan,
nario."
of the State Democratic Central in casual conversation as a possity should reciprocate.
money coming in," he said.
songs, and performance of Ramney, and H. W. Baker.
are presently adopting a son, 5This is the script according
Executive Committee, who met sible favorite.
Wade said that "Mr.Huddlesclassic works.
-year-old Bobby, who is deaf.
Interment was in the Murray
to
Wade:
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Located at 1405 Vine. Also 40" Dickerson, Pres., Southwestern
on the financial complexities of business. Some of his . more
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Between 6:00 p.m. electric avocado cook stove. Petroleum Corp.,Ft. Worth,
TWO BEDROOM mobile home. Wall Street. The book could waspish political critics like to
ITC barns, for placing
J17C Tex.
point out that when the
USED FORD tractor, 1952 model, Apply to Mrs. B.B.Dill in person, save you a lot of money. __.
7:00 p.m. In The Phone 753-5898
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good tires, good appearance and Dill's Trailer Court, no phone
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of
BE AN AVON representative!
will be over 70
Evening
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at
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high divine; karate and early
J19C burned in-the-1916 Paris fire
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abundant fringe benefits to
USED 641 Diesel Ford Tractor.
morning, sprints and joggintg•
rocm with kitchen together, bedroom house, garage, out- mature man in Murray area.
Looks and runs good. Operates
He may do more of the same
OVERWHELMING SWITCH
living room,bath and utility with buildings. Good location. Phone Regardless of experience, air
cheap. Billihgton Forsee Tractor TWO BEDROOM 'trailer; furJ18P
England in 1972 but instead of kissing the
CHADLINGTON,
connections for washer and Lynnville 382-2422.
mail I. K. Pate, Pres., Texas-Oil
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room,
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out of toilets, water heaters
Includes patio, awning, un- $I,- Big K, Belaire Shopping two bedroom
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large kitchen, bath, Utility, well overflowed, and spigots'began may say proudly.
metal storage Center.
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insulated,.. storm doors and leaking.Villagers demonstrated
WORTHAEPEATING
building, a 'conditioning, carJ111P
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room
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-peeing
fresh
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Highway 94 return to-the spring water the
WANT TO RENT house with
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BARBER
HORNBUCKLE'S
Shop,213 Spruce Street, open 9:00
a.m. till 5:00 p.m., Monday
through Saturday. Haircuts $1.00.
TFNC
Boy's haircuts $.75.

Charcoal Broiled, cooked to order, complete
and satisfying with French Fries or Baker and a Combination Salad.
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RY OFFER brings you

TAX-FREE-CASH
1
E
Only 250 coversyour entire,faH
rni folitkelirst month*

-X Pays you cash at the rate of $500.0
0 a month
Pays all cash direct
:
to you(not to doctor or hospital).
for each hospital stay.. even for life, if nece
ssary.
lc Guaranteed Renewabl
irPays in addition-to any other companie co
efor Life.Nati
s' verage
guarantees never to cancel your pro onealome
you have-Including Medicare.
tection no
matter how old you become or he
w many claims you have.
44)-luilesmanwili:callictmeatalexam
-ACT NOW-YOUR ENROLL
in
al
io
r
n-- equkedi-No age limit -MENT FORM MUST BE MAILED In MI
NE out of two families will have someone in
DN
IC
HT
',
the
hospi
THURS.,JAN. 27, OR IT CANNOT BE ACCE
tal
this
O year! It could be you - or some beloved member of your
PTED
disor
der;
family-tomorrow...next week...nex
Pregi
ancy,
notip
65
t as provided under the Maternity
OR
OVER? YOU COLLECT
t month. Sad tb say,
a

a

y

very
few fIllItitite -11*Vit anywhere near enough
coverage-t.-asset-toADDITION TO MERICAKESENEFITS
day's soaring hospital costa. These costs have
-doubled in just a
--taw IllUirtaeare.
We
have
designed this plan as a valuable addit
_Stop for_a_monstatt..
ion to
whatever 1a paid by Medicarehow =alb Tong stay- di the TioaPi
or health insurance you
_Jail will cost yop or a loved one.
4._.
may
have
How
with-a
ny
woul
other
you
d
comp
ever
pay for
anies. Regardless of lb*
çqtlybutneceawy,
coverage you already have, this Nati
dgetorbillit; debts-and
Home plan
What-Wtruld you do If your pay
eke& stopped, bilt airing ex- - . • pays you at the rate of $250.00 la montonal
h for the first 3
_months, cad $500.00 monthly while hospi
iDrit
ile?
The
sale
rteit,
-pt
iotill
taliz
;
, all the -day-to-day expererewebeten
after. Coverage for aciidents begin the frfst ed thereever-etepeWhat is the average brea
day. Cott:-ertigefor slcknesli'Berta the -sixth s
dwinner to do? We believe we.have • "`
day.--Itotts coveragesthe answer in our Nationel
eontinue for life, if necessary.
'Home plan that...
_Pays you 5560.00fa-month,taxfr_o
cash when you are hospitalized. il
And that's not all. SupPo.a you hirfI
What a blessing it is when
rtilreeiting family this policy (NH10-669) ...
Imose_ you have $600.OG cash
coming Inevery month'enyou
you
go to th óájlit1Iü get
your $500-00-s,month meth - tax-,free,
Pay
s you$400;00-a-month -cash when
fined in the hospital. You are covered ea longaasnelare con,aaydapeadent childis hospitalized
from the very first day
.
-for aecidente
When you choose Coverage for Children,
life, if necessary! Most everyone'has some
all your unmarried
insur
ance
or
savings
take care of ;.'one to five-day hospital
through 18 years are
covered, too! What's more, any newb
stay.
orn children you have in
benelitit,'this "deductible-feature Since
--tha-tuture are erivered autom
enabl
es
us
atica
to
give yo;broad coverage at a lowe
at the age of-one month
-at no additional ooet to you. Andlly
r 'cost than would otherwise
whenever any of your children go to the hospital, this National
Now, this low-cost plan from Natio
the rate of $300.00-a-month cash, forHome plan pays you at
nal Home-enables you to
enjoy this protection at once. Your intro
Children are covered for accidents fromas long as necessary.
ducto
264 for the first month's coverage for your entir ry rate is just
the first day and for
sickn
ess from the sixth day. ,
e
famil
y.
Then,
you may continue at National-Home's
regular low rates.
Pays you tax-free cosh for Mate
rnity Benefits,too.
The added protection you NEED!
With this plan, you can also collect cash
All benefits of this e500.00-a-month plan
at
rate of $500.00
a
mont
are
h
for
paid
ever
direc
y
tly to
day You are confined to thethe
you, in tax-free cash, in addition to what
hospi for pregnanc
ever
y,
child
you
birth
may
,
recei
or
even miscarriage. You get thistal
ve
from your insurance with any other comp
cash,which
di yours to use as you see fit, when Cove
any! Use the money
as you see'fit- for hospital or docto
r bills, mortgage or rent
Maternity. Benefits have been adde rage for Children and
payments, to replace savings-or
d to the basic plan. Of
coulee, both parents must
necessary, but costly, expenses not covered by other hospian'
tal
tire period of pregnancy. be enrolled in this plan for the enEverything coats more these days policies.
(need we tell yob?) and
hospital care is certainly no exception!
Pays you $400.00-a-month cash
While 7 out of 8 Americans have some hospital insur
bra Registered Nurse at Hom
ance,
moat
have
foun
d
it
does
not cover al/ bills that pile up when sickn
e.
Here's a wonderful "get well" benef
ess or accident strikes.
That's why National Home
of this National Home
devel
oped
plan:
You collect eash benefits at theitrate
helps you pay hospital costs or other this low-cost plan that
of 400110 a mont
expenses.
when your doctor has you
oy a full-time registered nurshe
within five days after you empl
We can never cancel your policy!
come
home
,
follo
wing a sty in the
hospital of five days or more for
You can count on this wonderful protection
no matter how old
You are paid for the some numb which you received benefits.
you becomeer-how-manytimesyc
er
rer
of
colle
cover
ct
Ine.a
ed days that you
-e.. Yesepoliey
wernin.the hospital-tevee..up
guarantees that we can neve cancel
toig_fultmonthal
your protection for any
__
reason whatsdever. It is Guarrante
ed Renewable for Life! In
Double Cash Accident Benefit.
addition, your rates can never be chan
ged
When
unles
s
there
you
is
a
general tate adjustment on all policies
insur spouse are hospitalised at
of this type in yoer entire
the
came tune for Ism accidentaledinjur
state.
nays you an EXTRAORDINARYy, this National Home plan
DOU
BLE
CAS
H
BEN
FIT. You receive not. $500.00 but
E$1,000.00 a month. Your
spouse receives not $600.00
5500.00-A-hfONTH CASH for each accident
but $1,000.00 • month. That'
or
:2,00
0.00
illness,
s
in
all, in cash payments to you ever
for accidents begins the very
y month (when
under age 65) starting the day
first day ifi the holpftsh sickness
you
cover
enter
age
bethe
hospital for as
long as you both remain there
gins the sixth day in the hospital.
.
$2%).00-A-MONTH CASH for the first
Pay
s
you
up
to
$2,000.00 cash
sr
ri Z
oirm
ehezsaiaeAslyou or over. And athree
full
for these accidental losses...
thereaftapeeverefor
•
Thcar&I•towtal loss of limbs or eyesi
life. Coverage for accidents begins the
ght can be terrible,. But
very
if such loss occurs any time
first day in the hospital; sickness
withi 90 days of the accid
cover
age
ent, you
becolle
ct $1,000.00 for the completen loss
gins the sixth day
hospital.
the sight of an eye-and $2,000.00 for of a hand or a foot or
pAVC 5300.00-AMONTH__CASeTitisidt
loss
of
two
limb
s or the
sightof both eyes.
rlet,ctiV_Is___
I V.hospitalized for-injury or iUn _cove
,
rage for
•
accidents begins the very- first . Cove
Waiv
er
of
prem
ien,
,in the hoshaitifit.
---- mai; eiekliess coverage
begins talettr-day_NATIONAL HOME PLAN WILL PAY
in Alla hospital. Andil
fithat come &it fox you andAILCrreeraili ALL PREMIas brig as necessary.le_latosfits eliefirAllefor
lemberbof your
fam-lifehiida you-the polic
yowner,-be hospitalized for eight
consecutive weeks or more. Yes,
CASH when both hueafter it weeks of confinement,
,.61 band and wife (under age 65) are
your premiums/are taken care oi
hospitalized
us. And your protection
at the same timelaracciderrtat injur
tinues just the same as if yoteby
y
for
eswere paying the premiums
long as both remain in the hospital-even
yo
11.
-Ther
i, if you Teal's• the hospital Arid must
for
return for
life, if necessary.
the
condition before you have resumed
normal activities for
$400.00-A-MONTH CASH fora regis
ye, we will again pay any premfull
iums
tered
comi
while you a
si.? nurse at home if your doctor has you
the hospital. This means you pay ng due
one
miums, yet your
prewithin five days following a covered hire
protection remains in force for as no
hospi
tal
long as
you
are
in the hospi
confinement of five days or more.
This
prote
ction
appli
es only when the
policyowner is hospitalized,
up to $2.000.00 CASH for
loss of limbs or eyesight. complete accidental
These are the ONLY exclusions!
Your National Home policy
s every Iliad of dckneas or accident except conditions cussedcover
by: act of eran any metal diseas
e or
LICENSED BY THE COM
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MONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
HERE'S ALL YOU DO TO RECEIVE YOU
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1. Complete this brief
Enrollment Form,

2. Cut out along
dotted fine.

3. Enclose Form in envelope with 250
and
National Home,Valley Forge, Pa. 1948 mail to:
1

Official Enrollment Forth for the Hospitalization
nity Plan
NATIONAL HOME LIFE ASSURANC COMPIndem
ANY
An Old line Legal Reserve Company of ESt.
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE- VALLEY FORGE, Louis, Missouri
PENNSYLVANIA

(Please Print)

3-2327 8 44
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O Deck hero if you want Coverage for your Childres.
El Chick here if you want Coverage for your Children and Maternity

Benefits.
I hereby enroll in National Home's
Hospi
Covered Members listed above. To the tal Plan and am eliclosing the first month's premium to cover myself and all other
best of my knowledge andThelief neith
refused or had cancelled any health,
eE I nor any Person listed above has been
hospital-or life jrtsurance coverage due to
reasops of health. I understand that this Poi
icy
will
biccir
rie
effec
tiye when issued ancrfhat pre-existi
41.
ng condrtioris will be togered after two years
. .
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.
Date
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•
MAIL THIS ENROLLMENT FORM
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Disdit
providing and way sickness injur
y you had before
Date of your policy ... durinor
g the first2 years only. the Mediae
provision i&a
YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
help if you aIrtmcLy hasra
problem. If you are sick /1141.1
befor
will even be covered for that e you take out this pol cy, you
ABO
UTIRIS NATIONAL HOME PUU1----condition after the policy has been
4n-e1eek tetellyearia-alsonwhile
,
vef-a
umrse
reva
ry
ROW
"audition,
is covered.
-1 - How mumble/all be paid when I to to the'Monet?
Nationally -known and respecte
4 .You will receive cash at the rate
d. --,:--of $500.00 a month
,s--- This is the-kind of- outstanding
' --($16.67 a day). When you're 65 or over,
protection you may ba.we- seen.- •._...
in _BMW'Digest. Parente', Noti
dition to any idecticare benefits) $250.00you collect (in adonal
Geog
raph
a morith,lor
ic ,and other - ...,. first 3 months.
leading publications. The special plans
and $500.00 monthly while yov remai
Liberty Corporation- group. of eorep offered by the National
n. WO:
tinuo
usly
hospi
taliz
ed
thereafter And you collect cash
aeies are today helpi
for
policyovrners in all 60 state
an accident even if you're in the .hospi
and many foreign countries ng
tal
for
only
one
day.
paying benefits at the rate ofs Cove
rage
for
illne
ss
begin
more
s
than
the
day-and benefits are
$1,500,000.00 a month,
In addition, our Company has a
paid in full for as long as you'rsixth
RECOMMENDED rating -- life,
e hospitalized . • . even for
from Best's Natrona' Reports,
if necessary.
one
ofthe
fore
most insurance
authorities in the
2.When do I start to collect hospital
benefits? •
---FastAwliable cialwrimervk
This new plan (NH10-669) covers you
wirfaiwratowlecf-most. from the very
- -doe for aecidents and/rem
Vim "anon really know how good
tbe-srxth day TOFrekflinfir--first
INS
....Site. it DO.COSItiaLMOILVitelatQ.0
make a claim. That's why we thinkZ.you'l i• until you laira_ba___
ha& SOMIIIIMWPOSP
or savings to take care of a one to.1L
some of our National Home policyowne l be interested in what
five-day hospital stay.
rs have to say.
Since we provide lifetime
its, this "deductible" fea"I took out the policy-and had only paid
ture enables us,to give-youbenef
two
mont
broad
hly
prem
cover
iums
age at a lower cost
when I was unexpectedly put -in the hospital. Was
than would otherwise be possible.
there 11
days and the National Hom
e
Life
rance Company paid
exactly what they had said they woulAssu
3. Do you pay me cash when my child
d. How happy ave were we
ren go to the hoshad taken the policy out."
pital?
'
DtlifiCY M. Farunt, Upper Sand
You
colle
ct
cash
at the rate of $300.00 a mofith when
usky, Ohio
ever
"Thank you for the check in paym
any of your children (age 1 mont
ent of
h throu 18 years) go
recent claim. I am
well satisfied with the service. I will
to
the
hospi
tal-i
f Coverage for Children gh
certa
inly
is
adde
reco
d
mmen
to
the
d
your
company at every opportunity."
befit-Plan. Coverage for accid
begins on the first day,
sickness on the sixth day. Andents
AL= M.DAM,Waterville, Maine
if
you
have a growing family
-as soon as any newborn child is one
"I was more than satisfied with the
month old, he, too,
is covered-automatically ... at no addit
One couldn't ask for better-servic way illy claim was handled.
ional cost.
e
and
the
'get
well soon' message was one of the niceat.thoughts
4.
Will
you
on
cash
your
perm
benef
part.
its
e
I
for
thank you
pregnancy?
sincerely."
MaaOtreaire IdNatu, Duluth, Minnesot
Yes, when Coverage for Children and
a
have been added to the basic plan. You Maternity Benefits
collect cash attfle-',
Outstanding Americans like thes
rate of $500.00 a month for
e
ancy, childbirth or misRecommend this Coverage.
carriage that results in a hospipregn
tal
(Both parents have
to be enrolled in this plan for entirstay.
DR. E. STANLEY -ON
e pregnancy period.)
internationally
known evaingsilittl-twithor,ES,
missi
5. Suppose I'm hospitalized for a long
man:"In offering low-cost healt onary statestime and can't
insurance by
meet my premium payments?
mail, you are rendering a valuahble
aervice to
If you-the policyowner-are hospitaliz
thousands of people who have-no other
_oppor_live weeks or more,this plan will PAY ed for 8 consecutunity to avail theniselifes Of such prote
ALL PREMIUMS that,
ction.
come due for you end all Covered Memb
It's reassuring to know that polic
ers of your family
yowners inwhile you are confined to the hospital beyo
sured by the National Liberty grou
p are reweek period. You- aren't expected to pay nd this initial 8mising more than $1,500,000.00 a mont
us back, either.
h in
benefits."
6. Will my proterction be cancelled beca
use I have too
JEROME HINES, leading bass with
many claims?
ropolitan Opera Company:"It seems the MetNo!
Only
you can cancel-th
that
any cannot-no matte
the concept of health insurance mailtoisme
how many claims you have eorComp
a very
how old you become... orr
sensible one. It's quick, easy by
for
any
other
and
econo
reaso
mical
n
whatsoever GUARANTEED RENEW.
Nobody makes surprise visits
ABLE FOR LIFE clause has been. Awritt
home to
en into your policy,
ask personal questions. There'stonoyour
and we're bound by it.
medic
al
examination. And costly processing charges
are
eliminated. This means more protection at
7. Now tell me what's the "catch" less
what doesn't my
cost. I congratterite National Ildni Life Airie
policy cover?
r*nee Company for meeting a realeneed.
Get ready for a welcome surprise. Your polic
"
y covers everything except conditions caused by: act
war, any mental
disease or disorder; pregnancy, except of
as
provi
emity Benefit provision; confinements ded under
Medical Costs:WyrOCketing!
within a U.S.
Government hospital or a nursing
or convalescent facility-,
WOW Charpes are up tem_
_.-orid any sickness or injury you had
Docice Floe an up 60%
-Date of your policy-but even this lastbefore the Effective
away with after you've been a polk "exclusion" is done
yowner for only two
years. Everything else is definitely cover
ed.
8. What are the requirements to enrol
l in this National
Home plan?
You must not have been refused or
had cancelled any
health, hospital or life insurance
to reasons of health;
and to qualify during this Enroldue
lment Period-you must
enroll before midnight of the date show
n on the Enrollment
Form.

wee
Floe
time

Why you must act before the date shown on your
Enrollmentform-just a few days from toda
y.
Why do we give you 30 little time to enroll in this plan"
! Because this is a -smaranteed enrollment
, we can open the
enrollment only during a limited timeoffer
period-with a firm
deadline date for everycere. To provi you
with this broad
coverage at these rates, wesoust receivedeyour
Enrollment Form
during the same period as all-the other
t s.
As soon as we receive your
llment Formwe will rush
your policy to you by First Class eiL When your
rives, examine it in the privacy of yobr own homepolicy ar. It is a
very short document and you'll be pleasantly
ised to see
there is no fine print. Show it, if you wish, surpr
to
your
lawyer, insurance agent, or some other trusted advisor.doctor,
Here are your low rates. The following rate chart shows how little it costs after the first
month to cover yourself, your spouse
any adult dependent.
Naturally, at these low rates, we can and
issue you
one policy
of this type. Each adult, 16 or over, pays the rateonly
shown for his
or her age: '
Age at,
Monthly Premium
^ - "Viihnant.....---.,,,,,,_,m4,ctoL _.,._
16-44
only $2.95
45-49
only $3.40
5044
only $3.75
55-74
only $4.35
75-79
only $5.00
80-84
only $5.55
85 and over
- only $6.65
Only $1,55 more per month covers all your unmarried dependent children.., from the age of one month through
18 Years.
Newborn children are covered automatically at the age
of one
month - at no additional cost. And then if you
wish, just add
$1.16 monthly to that, and you're covered for Mate
rnity Benefits, too.
NOTE: The regular monthly premium shown
(for age at time of enroliment) will not automatically Increase as youIsere
pass brerwarrie age bracke
to t4,4, now Once you have
t
enrolled In this National Nome
plan, year este
ca.-never be changed because of how much..
how
often
you
collec
t
from
becau
us-sr
se of advan
age-but -only if in.,. is a "snore( rate
ho•sinent, up or down, onced
adel policies of this type In your
entire state!

Act NOW-"Later" May Be Too Late?
Just 250covers you ond your family for first month.
TIME IS PRECITOUS! Act quickly. (No salesman will
-call.)
Get you/ Enrollment Form into the mail today-becaps
you surer en accident or sickness, it's *TOO LATE e once
to buy
protection at any emit. That's Why we".urge
to
-b.fore anything onespeeted happens._ . you oat today

9. Besides saving money-are there
any other advantages to joining this plan during
this Enrollment Period?
Yes. A very important One is that
plete a lengthy, detailed applicatioyou don't need to comn-just the brief Enrollment Form in the corner
page. Also, during this
Enrollment Period there areofnothis
requirements for eligibility, and no "waivers" or restriextra
ctive endorsements can be
put on your policy!
10. How do I enroll?
1, Fill out the brief Enrollment Form
for the first month's protection and mail it with just 25C
to: National Home, Valley Forge,for your entire family. Mail
Pa. 19481.
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MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

'
•
r- We
will send your National-Home
polic
y
by
mail.
Exam
it carefully in the priva
ine
cy of your own home.
Show it, if ios
you wish, to your own insur
ance agent, doctor, lawye
other trusted advisor. If
r or
you decide, for any reaso
n, that
you don't want to conti
nue as a member of this plan,
turn the policy within 15
redays of the date you recei
and we will promptly
ve it,
refund your money. Meanw
hile, you
will be fully protected
while
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making your decision!

P ESIDErrr.
"National Home Lite Assura
nce Company
it•!.!.

•

Copyr bht 1971,
Nat,ona/ Liberty Corpora
tion

NAL HOME
HEALTH
PLAN..
NatiOnal Home Life

Aseuranee Coaapettly

a divisionol Nabonal Libert
y Corporation
Adm.Offices: Valley
Forge,Ferinsylvanio
.
Ttis policy is underwritt
en
by
Natio
nal Home 1.11k Assurance
'any, an old-line legal.
CornNational Home Is licensedreserve company. of St. Louts, Missouri,
serves for the protection of by your state and carries full fetal reall policyowriers.
. •
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